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Public

on Excellence in Education on EDUCATION FOR THE

GIFTED AND TALENTED. held in the Gutman Library

Conference Area . Harvard U

Massachusetts Frida October 15, 1982 commencin

at 81,30 o'clock a.m..

SITTING: Commissioner WILLIAM 0. BAKER, Presiding;

Commissioner DAVID P. GARDNER, Chairman;

Commissioner CHARLES A. FOSTER; Jr.;

Commissioner RICHARD L. WALLACE:

Commissioner MARGARET S. MARSTON;

Commissioner ANNE CAMPBELL;

Commissioner GERALD HOLTON.

Welcoming Remarks from Hosts

Mr. DEREK C. BOK (President; Harvard University).

Good morning. It is wond3rful that,you are all here.

We are very happy to "welcome the Commission and all

of you who have come today.

Certainly, you have chosen an enormously,

timely subject. Eyed as a layman, I know that, just

as the 1970s were called the de'cade of access and
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egalitarianism, the 1980s seem to be the decade of

quality and excellence.

hope we can all take those words

as artifacts of the media and not take them too

seriously, because they certainly are not; in any

sense; mutually exclusive; l think, ten years ago,

a conference at a major university on the 'subject of

the education of the specially gifted would have been

severely criticized as elitist perhaps even worse,

and that, of course, would have been very wrong

because these catchwords for each.of the decades are

really not only both important, but very strongly

complimentary. Certainly, that has never been more

true than it is the present time.

We know, from looking at demographic

trends, that the'number6Of people entering the work

force every year is getting progressively smaller.

There will be over 20 per cent fewer high school

graduates ten years from now than there were just a

few years ago, at a 'ime when the needs for well=

educated, talented, well-trained people in society

are presumably growing all the time That means, to

me; at least, a heightened need for access and

opportunity not only for their own sake, not only
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for social- justice, but because we need to mobilite

every bit o talent that we have in the country to

meet our common demands f r'making ao progressive

society work better. And; having mobilized that

talent, we need to know how to educate it, how to

nurture it, how to develop it as best we can because

we will not have any talent in our .society that we

can afford to waste.

So, in that spirit, this is an enormously

important subject. We are delighted to have even

this small part in helping the Commission in its

important work. We salute what you are doing, we

wish you well, we hope that anything we can do to

move your work along to a successful conclusion we

will be able to carry out. So, welcome to you all,

and I wish,you the most productive day and a most

illuminating and informative final conclusion to your

efforts.

Commissioner MARSTON. Mr. Bok,,may I ask you

a question, please? Here I am

Tresident BOK., .0h, sure.

Commissioner MARSTON. Excuse me; I didn't

mean. to startle you.

President BOK. No, not at all. I just didn't

BURT REPORTINO ASSOCIATES
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expect a question. (Laughter.) I was hbping that my

role. was purely ceremonial. (Renewed laughte )

Commissioner. MARSTON. I hope that you will

not feel that I am being terribly personal, but it

has been` brought to our attention that your mother-

in-law and father-in-law have received a Nobel Prize,

and we at the Commission thought perhaps because you

know them very well; you might be able to share what.

kinds of educational backgrounds they had and if they

were identified very early as a gifted student; and

if they were tracked. Is this too early to ask such

a question?

President BOK; not at all, not at all.

Yoli are very perceptive to have noted _what happened

to my family. You know that many famines have

married for money. I looked at my family very

candidly and decided that it was importan to :marry

for brains, (laughter) as I'did.

But, as I look at my father-in-law and my

mother-in-law, I think it is probably true tha.tmy

fgther-in-law was idebtified somewhat early, but

Sweden is such an egalitarian society that I doubt

whether he received particularly special privileges.

On the other hand, he had an opportunity to have a

Bl7RT'REPORTING ASSOCIATES
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good education. He started out as a lawyer and then

changed his mind and went into economics. And

suppose, in a sense, at that time, the educational

opportunities were somewhat liMited. He was fortunate

enough to come from a middle-class family that could

move easily into that, the educational opportunities

that did exist; and take full advantage of them.

I think the case of my mother-in-law is

very much more interesting because she was not in

that situaflon. She was the daughter of someone who

was very influenced by Rousseau and moved the family

out in the country and was really rather opposed to

having any books in the house. So, she was only able

to read books surreptitiously and then found; at the

age of fourteen,that the only schooling opportunities

available were restricted to men.

So, she worked as a cashier, instead

going to high school, and then she saved her money

so that she would be able to go away to a school that

she read about the newspaper.

And, finally, she got enough money, saved

and was admitted to the school; but then she noticed

that there had to be a paper that her parents had to

sign. So, with great trepidation: she brought the
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paper to her father TA/ho. as I said had these rather

strong anti-institutional beliefs. He tore the paper

.up. she burst into teats and, at that. point. I don't.

think= one could say that she had been ePecially

tracked as someone specially talented, because, indee

every possible obstacle had been thrown in her way.

Maybe that is a very heartening thing.

Maybe it shows that very great talent cannot be kept

down very easily because, in one way or another,

-,
largely through the accident of a bicycle trip that

brought her husband of 58 years to their h9use -- she

did manage to escape this environment, get some

reasonable education, and then pulled herself up by.

her awn merits in,a society at that time not too

hospitable to women, to eventually become a United

Nations official, an.ambassador, a cabinet secretary,

and an author.

I don't, fpr one moment, believe that we

can rely on that tale to disregard the importance of
but

educating the specially talenteddtt is nice to know

that; even if you have a society that slips up in

that regard, some people are going to force their way

through and realize Whatever talentsthey have.

Excuie me for being so personal, but,

BURT REPORTING ASSOCIATES
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since you asked, I. thought I would do my best to tell

you.

Commissioner MARSTON. No; thank you very much.

M8. PATRICIA ALBJERG GRAHAM (Dean, Harvard

Graduate School of Education) . I think, after Mr.

Bok's very important remarks at the beginning and his

cautionary tale to those of us who are responsible

for' institutions of education. I think we need to

take into account both the success of.Gunnar Myrdahi

and Alva MyrdahI, in institutions and not in institu-=

tions.

We here at the School of Education accept

the responsibility to try and help educate people

under whatever circumstances, and we welcome you

today.

It is a wonderful opportunity for us here

at the School of Education, for our students and for

our faculty, to have the opportunity to participate

in this hearing. I am delighted, also, that a numbe

Of our alumnae are here to take advantage of your

coming to town. So, we thank you very:much;

It is -a4articular pleasure for 'to

to have this group come to town, becaue many of them

are former colleagues of mine when I worked in the

BURT REPORTING ASSOCIATES
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government. So, on behalf of those of us here at the

Schol of Education, kae welcome you and encourage you

to go on with today's activities. !L'Ihank you.

Commissioner BAKER: Thank you, Dean Graham

and President Bok.
P

I am Bill Baker, representing the National

Commission on Excellence in Education, whose Chairman

is David Gardner, and whose fellow Commissioners are

'Mr. Foster, Mr. olallace, Ms. Marston, Commissioner

Campbell, who -are sitting with us here-, and we are

privileged indeed to sponsor this conference on the

role of the .gifted and talented in excellence in

education. '1 am delighted that Mr. Bolo was willing

to illustrate, 'so modestlyand amiably, the feelings

that we have for this environs and,fcr the auspicious

qualities of it in pursuing matters of excellence.

I am tempted to go on to assure you that
.*

. Bok's generic plan for the liok family has worked

in,many forms. For instance, those of us who were

privileged to' participate in the graduation of a

daughter a couple of years ago can affirm very strongl

that his intention for the student of intelligence has

succeeded.

We in other ways, as wall, are grateful

BURT REPORTING ASSOCIATES
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be here in this historic region noted for the

'pursuit of. excellence and the matters of the mind

and, again there are many illustrations associated

with= this University.

'The attraction of the attention of the

Nobel Committee seems to be endemic in that celebrati
0

200 years of excellence in the Medical School, Mr.

Bok and his colleagues generated a couple of Nobel

Prizes in physiology and medicine on the spot. My

colleague, Mr. Bergstrom, was once a student of, his.

So, .we are fortunate to be guests of this

University and able to recall also Dean Graham's

distinguished work for the nation in other times in

your role in Washington and elsewhere.

With, respect to the conduct of the hearin

we are grateful for all sorts of,elp from Mr. Robert

and the staff of the Department's Regional Office,

and the staff of the State Educational agencies here.

Ae were much helped by Mr. Crowley with a variety of

very warm hosts and hostesses, and yesterday, several

of the Commissionerswere able to participate in two

site visits, including those to the Buckingham-Browne

& Nichols School, with Mr. Gunness, the Headmaster,

and the Brookline High School, where Mr. McCarthy is

BURT REPORTING ASSOCIATES
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the Headmaster. And we have been favored by fortune

in being able to meet with many of our associates in

the' State Boards of Higher Education who were having

a major conference here as well.

Through the hearing agenda, we hope to

bring out, thanks to the skilled conferees who have

agreed to join us, the elements of the education of

the gifted and italented in which the Commission can

be active, and we shall have those witnesses and thos

introductions to our discussion this morning, when

each of the experts will have about twelve minutes

for a statement at this podium and, in that time,

will be able to make just a very quick summary of

what they are able to say, and their complete state-

ments will be included in the written record of the

hearing.

We-shall then, after the group of

presentations. have some general discussion and, from

about 12:00 o'clock to 1:00'; weshall adjourn for

lunch, and the hospitality of the region again has

provided a nearby cafeteria across the street at

Longfellow Hall for luncheon for the audience.

In the afternoonI we will announce the

schedule of public witnesses who will testify during

BURT REPORTING ASSOCIATES
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the afternoon: and. we shall.hear, also, from some

individuals.

Those of you who are interested in

14.

presenting testimony should fill out a registration

card at the entrance table during the morning break,.

which will be, perhaps, at about 10:30.

And, as we said, we are fortunate to be

guests of the University and having the chance to

explore this 'empire and the primary theme of excellenc

instilled, into our mission by Secretary Bell, and

carried forward as the principal goal of this effort

by Dr. Gardner and his associates.

It is through these specially talented

and gifted graduates of our schools and colleges that

we carry forward the intellectual and professional

genius of our nation and that we can claim excellenCe
N

and aspire to greatness in our affairs. And I say

that with strong feeling as a consumer in the enter-

prise in which I have spent a lifetime; which is, 'of

course, entirely dependent on these graduates, and

we are hoping to reflect in titis hearing something

about what happens to people who are educated and who

have development of special gifts and talents.

we must,however; be mindful of Milton's

BURT REPORTING ASSOCIATES
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lines in Paradise Lost, which said, "Consider first,

that great or bright infers not excellence. This

does tell us again that excellence means merit,

goodness, virtue, and superiority, that which is

raised, elevated and surpasses. It is not the

ordinary dimension of "brightness" alone or

"greatness" alone, of mind or body. It is rather

for the individuals, those whom we are considering

Specially today, to have a sustained height of skills

and being, sustained and often initiated by their

education.

So, what can we expect to say today that

is new or notable about this, which is one of the

missions of all history? Education with all of its

needs and = meanings has not lacked discussion or

definitions. It is full of one-liners, like Mark

Fischer's, who said that education is the process

-of driving a set of prejudices down your throat, or

Trader Horn, who was a bit more philosophic in saying,

"that education teaches you to walk arone". In fact,

we do believe', however, that this nation and this

government, this Federal Government, can do new things

with and for the role 'of ;education in recognition and

cultivation of those gifted .and talented for whom

BURT REPORTING ASSOCIldTEB
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excellence in living and doing is a reality as well

as a goal.

The reason for this bold presumption is

Largely in the historic circumstances of the 20th

Century condition, which President aok has already

touched on with such eloquence. This condition is

often named the Computer Age, the Information and

Communication Age, the Knowledge Age, and it is a

particular joining of our civilization with science

and engineering. These conditions, including such

derivatives as national security concerns with such

eloquence as nuclear weapons, have. led us to the

Space Age, in which, as you remember, those of us who

were tasked to try to meet that challenge, chose

education and major evolutions during the '50s and '6 s,

as particular goals. These derivatives, which have

now resulted in some of the superb ventures of human

outreach, have given new and unprecented emphanis to

mentality, whether in the exploration of space, whdth r

in the exploration of the cell, or whatever else.

And these herpes of science and technology

even of space navigation and biological' and ecological

endeavors like the Green Revolution, they all depend

on learning, a new condition for heroism, in many

BURT REPORTING ASSOCIATES
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They need all the other basic virtues,

17

of course. the students we are talking about do ==

the virtues of diligence. strength, stability,

commitment, and energy, but knawIedge is the essence

of their actions, and this is knowledge that is

organized, accumulated, and refined,*worthy, by an

historical exercise of scholarship, and it adds p,

Of course, to what all of you here are committed to,

and that is education.

And, in addition to thal, our livelihood,

our national strength, our gross national product

are coming from the servile industries. The use of

knawledge and the handling of information, in forms

that are quite new and unfamiliar. to many. And =s o,

as consumers, as citizens, and as the-ones who depend

on these new functions of mentality, are aware of-the

pervasion of .it into both ordinary and extraordinary

affairs.

Leading this new, role of knowledge and

learning have been the science and technology of

electromagnetic and accouitic and optical waves, and

I shall be provincial for a moment, in a field that

One knows better than others. It is not the suggesti

BURT REPORTING ASSOCIATES
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that this is the only thing but it is an important

one.

And it has been found in the century

the invention of the telephone here in Boston, not

far from this site, by Dr: Bell, and in the somewhat

18

longer period of the telegraph, it has been found in

that historic time, and found, as a matter of fact,

mostly since the mid-Century, that the output of

thought, the human expression in voice and vision,

can be approximated (in volume and speed even enhance

by electrical analog waves and digital pulses. Anc

these nature has let us put into the machines of this

Century. For such communication and, computer systems

as aiiSe from these waved of anticipation are truly

the wheels for knowledge transport, and the engines

of organizing societies; nations, economies, and

resources.

And So, on the one hand, the creation. of

this era,- in which one has seen in the work with

Brattain, Bardeen and Shockley on the transistor;

Townes and SehaWlOW. on the leseri Stibitz onithe

electrical digital computer; and Shannon.; who is now

here in Cambridge, On the information theoretic base;

all those being samples in our own laboratories, thos

BURT REPORTING 'ASSOCIATES
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all have.required themselvesi as new creations, new

levels of excellence in generations of students and

research and development exponents. Those are but

examples of the challenges we are talking about which

that we had better find the brighter peoplei W had

better educate them, and we had better challenge and

cultivate them. Indeed, these are levels of excellence:

They have generated, in technological and scientific

ways, a milieu for the meaning of knowledge, the possi

bilities of learning, which enhances all of the histor

of this before, and is a track on which we shall work

.today and which our tutors in this study will tell us

We shall hear about the challenges that the gifted an

talented need and, in fact, want.

Just to conclude with an emphasis on what these

new forces mean, P.3 you know, it is pretty well estab -.

lished that the basic dimensions of human action from

the mind, not necessarily of thought, but of virtually

all human action, those dimensions are about 40 bits a

second intreading, and writing, and calculating, and

reasohing, in speaking, and in hearing. And that is

being related to dimensions in machines, which are

dramatically different. in them, a single chip, which

is hand-held, can easily do a million bits'a second.
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Larger assemblies of circuits range all the way up to

the gigabit per second processes of megacomputers .and

.to the horion which we are pursuing eagerly of the
4

pica second.or million million processes per second of

the machines to come. So we have at least a million,

and on one frontier a million million, rise in how the

doings of the'mind can be aided and augmented. This

might be thought of in comparison to rocket propulsion

where that multiplying factor for the physical movement

of people is only about a thousand times.

We may need no more reminders of this

impact, and we know that the role of video in arcades

or CAD/CAM in industry are evermore daily imbedded

in our culture. But these things all do impel us to

ponder more deeply how we are relating this-vast

change in learning and in knowledge, to excellence;

How do we connect it to the best minds of the gifted

and talented students and spirits; of youth? All have

about the same number of neurons, and one of our

speakers will tell us about that element, which is,

after all, the physiological space. They all have

about the same number of neurons and synapses; but

their management of logic, and memory, and of the

reaches far, beyond these crude analog , 'in the mind

BORT REPORTING ASSOCIATES
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can rise far beyond the' ordinary-.

So, we shall today and in the consequences

of this hearing, and the further work-of our National

Commission look at the ever restless interplay of

education and exceptional minds in these broadened

terms. And the already forms that we have suggested

of learning this will be looked at and yet we have

to maintain humility in realizing that we still do

not understand a single primary process in the .1..ernal

handling systems of living things including us. Our

science and engineering of machines and their softwar

is crude compared to the information system of the

living e'en.

These issues set a particular tone for

these hearings, and it is that excellence in learning

must come also to mean excellence in doing. And

those possibilities excite us and animate us in all

forms. One's own experience with about ten thousand

of such gifted and talented graduates who have joined

our enterprise in recent times, convinces one 'deeply

that we are yet on the very bare' beginning of haw to

appreciate these components in our society.

So we take this meeting to mean the very

opposite of Oscar Wilde's statement that 'Nothing tha
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is worth knowing can be taught." We take rather the

principle of the contemporary essayist Joseph Addison

who said that, "Education is leading human souls to

what-is best . . . it gives at once grace and

governmitt to genius

And, in that perspective of approaching

genius, we are honored to have this first session

begun by. James Gallagher, Director of the Frank

Porter Graham Child Development 'Center of the'

University of North Carolina at Chapel H' 1

Pe rspec tives -ont-heGi it- 21

and Practice

Dir. JAMES J. GALLAGHER. Thank you, Dr. Baker.

If I might be allowed a personal comment

that would not be charged against my twelve minutes,

-all right; I will hurry it along. I would like to

add my congratulations to President Bok for the

achievements of members of his family; but-also for

his distinguished leadership of this host university

'Which we have here; and just as a side comment; to

say that I was in Sweden last summer and was impresse

by the quality of what I paw.there And, also; the ve

homogeneous nature of that small society, and also

BURT REPORTING ASSOCIATES
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impressed by how different the situation is, the

educational situation* in' Sweden, than in thit very

diverse, multi-cultural society.

My name is Jim Gallagher. I am a. :Kahan

Professor of Education and Director of the Frank

Porter Graham Child Development Center at the

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. I have

been involved in and ":.,ntrigued by the problems

surrounding gifted children in the public educational

system for the past 25 years, in Illinois, and

Washington, D. C. , and far the last 12 years in

North Carolina. I am delighted to have a chance to

present some thoughts to this Commission.

One of the advantages of being around for

so long is to perceive the ups and downs, theibbs

and flows of: interest in this topic over time, and -

my intent today would be to present some specific

actions that I believe should be taken to bring both
0

short-range and long-range benefits to this somewhat

beleaguered field in education.

There is no doubt, I think, that we as a

society have strongly ambivalent feelings about our

gifted and talented youth. A wrong love-hate

relationship seems' to exist. We are proud of our
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scholars who have achieved fine work; we are also

deeply concerned about egalitarianism, and we waver

in Our attitudes about how thoroughl.r we should

proviee special programs for our best students.

we are struggling with a tug-of.=war between two

legitimate educational goals, excellence on one hand,

and equity on the other.

We have recently seen the 25th anniversa
_

of the Sputnik scare that represented one of the

major definable points of great public interest in

the education of our most gifted and talented student

Twenty -five years ago, Sputnik caused a massive and.

sbmewhat hurried reevaluation of our secondary school

programs, mainly in the area of science and mathemati

to determine why we were behind the. Soviets. This

analysis later spread to all of the content areas

and even down to the elementary school level, It

resulted in dramatic changes and improvement in the

curriculum Which benefiited; to a large measure,

gifted` and talented students.

In 1965, with the combination of

desegregation and the problems of Vietnam, the entire

initiative seemed to be abandoned. lie went through
in which

nine years of a Latency period/ little or nothing was
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done specifically in this area.

We are now seeing a revival of interest.

Many people believe we are once again having a crisis

of confidence in our ability to deal with our problems

the ec=onomy poi-lotion, world hunger and unrest:
-

When we lose our confidence, paradoxically, we become

interested in the gifted.

Coincident with the 25th anniversary of

Sputnik, we are now ready to start on a parallel kind

of adventure. We are worried about the quality of

our teaching of science and mathematics in our school

and the lack of instructors to handle these capable

students. Once again, voices of, alarm are heard

throughout the country:

Thespecific need, I think, for special

programming is illustrated in recent data that we

got from our own State of North Carolina. The State
O

of North Carolina requires annual testing of all

students at third, sixth, and ninth grades. And the

sixth grade data showed clearly that 15 per cent of

the students in the State Of North Carolina fell

belaw the fourth grade level in reading and

fundamental achievement. Fifteen per cent also

scored above the eighth and ninth grade levels while
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they were in the sixth grade, in achievement.

Now, to ask the teacher to provide ,the

necessary help for those children in deep_educational

trouble. to the average student, and then to give,

stimulation to those very advanced students, is to

ask what never was and never will be, and that is tthe

reason why we need to have some kind of special

piogramming for these.youngsters.

Our task during this period of enthusiasm
- -

is to create a permanent infrastructure -- a capabili

for prograM improvement that will last beyond the

current enthusiasm -- that will survive the downturn

of interest when the public's

to other things. fi

I was for three years in the Federal

Government, and I learned a couple pf things -- one,

attention is carried on

that it is important to plan for long-range goals,

and the-second is tha,t we don't do it very well, not

at the State level and not at the Federal level. We

are surrounded by the evidences of the unintended

consequences of public action which nevertheless

accU*muIate to unfortunate results, 'One..spetifit

example ..I have is a chart in the testimony, a special

analysi,s of the; expenditure of research in the United
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States made by. the Office of Management and Budget.

$28 billion is spent on research and development in

the United States, in the year 1980, $28 billion.

$12.4 billion goes to defense, another $9 billion

goes to space and energy, and then- one travels dawn

the list == health, agriculture, transportation --

and, finally, to come at the bottom of the list to

$.2 billion on education, as Dean Graham, I am sure,

is very well aware.

I suppose one question we could pose to

ourselves is; "Who sat down and decided that that

was the proper allocation of research and development

OxPenditures in our society?" The answer, of course,

is "No one, not the Congress, not the person in the

Oval Office, no one individual. Everyone pursding

their own objectives and their own goals added up to

that result and, if we wish to change that unintended

result, then we had better plan to deliberately do so

It is the mportunity that this Commission has to

provide this kind of sensible planning that makes us

excited about these,hearimgs.

One of the many ironies in these situations

is that we are already well aware of what is needed

to provide the kind of catalytic support that would
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energize the s h 1 systems for these youngsters. We

knOW how to do it in industry; we know how to do it

in .agriculture, we know hOW to do it even in educatio

because we have done it in education; it was for the

education of handicapped children. Twenty-five years

ago, the education of handicapped children was in

deep trouble and mired in incompetency and inefficien

The careful expenditures of money on the topics that

I an going to mention to you has made that a respec-

.

table field of education and one that we can be proud

of,and the question is, how does one do that? I

have fiveor six suggestions.

The first is the development of leadershi

personnel. Here we need to support advanced training

for people, not only in education, but in the content

fields of science, and mathematics, and art, and

history, zo that these people, specialists in these

content fields, become intrigued and interested in

gifted education.

During the last year: and dhalfi'we have

been involved with the National nanning Effort on

the EdUCation of Gifted and Talented $tudentS. One

of the things we did/was survey the needs of teachers

local program directors, state directors of programs,
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and we asked them what they needed; The predominant

need listed above all the others from' the 1200 persons

questioned was the need for continuous in-service

training for the teachers on the job; to strengthen

the capabilities of those teachers on the firing Iine

who are working with these youngsters. This means

not a two-hour meeting with a cold cup of instant

0
coffee after school once a month, but continuous

weekly in==service training with the teacher given

release time to carry on this training.

Research and development. There is

probably no greater need than research in the develop

ment of quality programs to encourage careful researc

on various aspects of gifted education. There is a

growing trend to earmark those limited research funds

to be used for specific purposes, and the gifted have

not been a part of that earmarking. It would be

important as part of a total program to encourage.

more curriculum innovation, more specific studies on

intellectual processes, and the like, as part of this

effort to strengthen and improve programs.

.

DemonstratLon :programs. The expenditure-

.cff small funds of money to make visible innovative

and exemplary program.? in all parts of the United
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States puts a spotlight on successful and practical

educationad programs for zi-.F.ted students. These
0

demonstration programs can, in addition, be centers

of training and technical assistance and represent a-

tangible reminder of the importance of these programs.

One fine example of such a demonstration

project is the North Carolina School for Science and

Mathematics, a residential school for gifted and

talented students bf high school age paid for by

public funds. It is a commitment to excellence bn th

part of the State of North Carolina in teaching and

is a teacher training center, in addition to being an

innovative school.

I have some. material on this very

interesting adventure that I brought with me and .I

will be delighted to share it with the members of the

panel, if they are interested.

Finally, in the area of leadership at

the State Department of Education level, the placemen

f a person or a team of persons that are strongly

committed to gifted education in that unit. We have

'mown from the bureaucratic standpoint for a long tim

that the presence of a committed person in the bureau

cracy on this topic yields very positive actions that
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can be taken.

We have named a number of different

strategies here, leadership_ training, research and

development._ We are talking about organizational

changes, changing the infrastructure of education.

I would remind you that there are 2.1 million

elementary and secondary school teachers in this

country; If you walk down the street and past 100

.peopYe.; one of them, by, the law of averages, is an

elementary or secondary school teacher. This is the

.

most massive enterprise that we have in our society.-

--
To expect to reform it and to expect to reform every

one of those 2.1 million teachers is a vain expectati

What we can d however, is change the

organizational structure to make it more efficient

and to allow for 'the creative abilities of those

teachers to come forth in more effective ways, and

that is what Iam suggesting today.

We have named a.number of-different

strategies -- leadership training, in-service trainin

programs for 50 states, 40 research projects, a

couple of demonstration projects in each state, and I

have costed this out. What massive amount of money

would this add up to? It adds up to $40 million.
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my experience in Washington is that $40 million doesn'

even show up in the budget of the. United States. It

is merely an asterisk, because nothing lower than

$50 million is even worth writing down.

So, for the cost of $40 million, we can

provide leadership training; in-service training,

research and development activities, and demonstra-

tions and, for that very small amount of catalytic

money; we can do a great deal to improve the educa-
.

tional system for gifted and talented students.

I urge the Commission to seriously

consider recommending to the Secretary of Education

some of'these kinds of concepts and

very-much (Applause.)

Commissioner RAKER. Thank you; Professor

ideas. Thank you

Gallagher, for so expertly showing us the social and

societal context in which we may move.

Dr. Kinsbourne is now willing to. illustra

the other element, the role of the individual, the

qualities of the human. being. Kinsbouine :is the

Director of the Department of Behavioral Neurology,

at the Eunice Kenne Shriver Center in Waltham.

Dr. MARCEL KI SBOURNE, Members of the

Commission; ladies and gentlemen:'
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The brain determines the intellectual

potential Experience oetermines the extent to whiCh

it can be realized. The diversity can you hear me

at the back? (Cries of "NO; ')

D. KINSROURNE. Well, why could you hear him?

(Laughter.)

everybody had optimal opportunity to

achieve, there would still be tremendous diversity

in accomplishment. Given the fact that experience

as such differs greatly, there is even more diversity

in accomplishment.

The important point is that there is-no

kind of experience which can push up the potential

set by the biological limitations of the brain, but

there are than kinds of experiences that can pull it

down.

It follows from this that, within any

human group, any ethnic or socio-reconomic sample,

the will be people of high intellectual potential,

but none of them will realize their potential unless

they are also afforded the opportunity to do so.

Can we tell frOm the human brain how well

it functions or will function?' As your Chairman

pointed out; there are quite a few neurons in that
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brain. SOMe brains are bigger than others, perhaps

because they are full of 'neurons or sometimes becaub&

they are full of water. HOwever, it is important to

realize that the Site of the.brain is no indication

of how well it works. This becomes immediately

obvious as "we consider that the male brain is some

20 per cent Larger than the female brain, and yet

men know in their hearts that women are smarter.

Nor indeed is it the number of synapses,

although they are imperfectly named. in fact, you

may not have noticed, but the number of synapses

reaches a peak at age 18 months, and it decreases

year by year. For all I know, the faster we lose

them, the better we.dp. I am not asserting this; it

is one of three possibilities of what goes on.

So it is not, in fact,'the hardware. It

is the pattern of usage of that hardware which is

limiting; and I will return to this.

Now, what factors, early factors can

effect the evolution of brain maturation and its

ultimate excellence? There are organic factors,

there are ea,oneritial factors. CertainIy?i early

brain damage, certainly, the consequences of severe

_ _'malnutrition.eatlyon can cause so many neurons to be
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lost that ultimate function is limited. But I would

like to emphasize that that degree of malnutrition.

that degree of deprivation, is rare in this country,

and it is not permissible to write off the children

of the underprivileged as probably having been

damaged with regard to their potential; that is not

the case.

The brain is greedy for nutrition. It

sucks it from the body. It is the LaSt part of the

body to suffer from even severe malnutrition.

But how about malnutritidn of the mind?

How about deprivation of experience? Let me illus-

trate for you how this works and how it ddeS not work

Let us suppose a child is put into a

plaster cast at age , say, three months, for maybe

six to nine months; with a condition such as disloca-

tion of the hips, which is sometimes `done. During

this period of time, that child cannot move. When

the cast is removed; he does not function at a three-
.

month age of maturity; he is at the one-year level.

The brain control centers have matured, regardless

f whether the activity has occurred. The same is

the case for mental development. No type of

intellectual starvation can limit the elaboration of

,
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circuitry in the brain4 and it is not Lhe case at that

critical period, beyond which time what has not been

learned cannot be learned;

There are critical periods for certain ducks,

but there are not critical periods for people. So

It is not the case that something lost early cannot

be recovered. If early intervention has not occurred,

let's have late intervention. There is no time at
6

which we cannot intervene.

However, that is not to assert that early

starvation of the mind does not have ill effects. It

has bery serious obvious ones; but they are not of

the intellect, but of the. emotions. They are attitudes

motivations. They are the adoption oflmaladaptive

styles, of tensions and manipulations and magical

thinking, instead of effective effort.

And if those gifted who are in fact, in

deprived circumstances, to be enabled to realize

their potential, that is where the effort has to

go. It is not so much the inculcation of informa-

tion. Information is available. It is there and

you will find it out. It is in the modeling of a

reflective style driven by intellectual curiosity.

And, to anticipate my later point, those teachers who
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can model that style are the appropriate teachers for

the gifted.

.
then. the opportunities that are

provided early on should be sufficient to sustain

intellectual life. Enrichment is a delusion.

Enrichment cannot. raise the potential of the brain.

It is the extent to .which a person is willing to pay

attention to matters intellectual that determineS

what he or she achieves.

Let me define mental life in relation to

the reaction of the intellect into learning, under-

standing, and discovery. How are they limited by

brain?

Learning, not at all. It is possible for

people who are severely retarded to know an awful lot

The Board had an idiot, Sayan, who, with an I. Q. of

minus something, knows all the ministers of Bulgaria,

with legitimate liaisons and combinations. If one

,pays enough selective- attention to anything; one will

knoW whatever the level of one's function.

Is there any limit in the brain to how

much can' be known? There is no ?. And I will

illustrate this with the interestiAg-examPle

bilingualism.
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People have wondered, if there is a

language area and there is, .for the first language,

where does the second language sit? And where does

the third language sit? And those people who are

members of the Commission who know four to eight to

twelVe languages, how can they keep them within their

heads?

Time after time, it has been found that:

this is a vain pursuit. The same neurons that do the

first language do the second, do the third, do the

fourth do the fifth. The same equipment can be used

for endlessly diverse.purposes.

So, for knawledge, there is space; for

understanding, not so much. That is a matter of

brain maturation and quite an extension of it. At

what level of complexity can matters be understood.

for discovery of information. To what extent can a

person go beyond the information given and make his

awn inferences as to what must be the case which had

not previously been' known to be the case.

That is something you cannot expect, you

cannot tell it is going to happen. - If it- happens,

you will be pleased, but you cannot teach it But

you can model the excitement of using that gift, if
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flow; _with regard to diversityi I have ad

far spoken about universals of the brain. But how

about diverse styles?. I have mentioned: ineffectiVe

ea

styles versus effective styles; but how about differqn

styles, equally effective, for different purposes.

It is the case, and we know this from previous studiet

that there is no one tntellect, but there are many

intellects. You have heaid speak of left tennis bed

right tennis beds, and%styl&E;,,analytic,

synthetic. Of course, there are those but there are

many more. Just because there are two halves of the

brain doesn t mean there are two halves to the

intellect.

There are many, many forms of intelligenc

Different parts of the brain do different things.

They operate differently in different people.
ft

Then, sometimes, there is a cyclical

relationship, sometimes related to one thing, some-

times to another. This is appropriate for a

diversified, complex society.

, the brain teaches us what we want to

know, that each of us has in our heads strength,

which we flaunt, weaknesses; which we cautiously
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weakness? ObvioasIy, we should capitalize on the

strength and teach survival skills in` the area of

weakness,

barri4rs,

that the person can get by the real

not the artificial barriers that rectify

an overburdened school system, but real barriers'so

that we may move effectively in society and then

exercise their skills they actually have because thos

are needed.

tlow, I have indicated my opinion that.wha

the gifted require is not so much extra-time to learn

extra Schooling. If they have role models that impel

them to be driven by their own curiosity, they will

put in the extra time way beyond what any school

teacher could endure. The important thing is to

present'to them the example, of something with a'

genuine disinterested cove of knowledge.

Competitiveness? Not by :any means should

competitiveness with other children be the spur

because, then; all you Can ever do is a little. bit

better than the next person, and how good is that?

You have to compete with yourself, and that ,never

olds.

With regard to the gifted person, an-
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by this, I mean the really gifted person,

41

not the

top 5 per cent; not even the top l per cent, but the'

really gifted person we are talking about you don

need teachers with special skills.and training and

curricula. You need teachers who are inspirational.

And thee is one more thing that you need.

To be gifted is 'to be exceptional. To be exceptional

is a potential misfortune. To be gifted is to be

different. It is maladaptive. Yoti are weird. What

interests them does not interest you. You try very

hard to pretend to be ordinary. YOU put on your dark

intellectual giasSes. You pretend to be dumb. But

you cannot get away with it because they realize that

you are cheating; that you are really smart...

TO be gifted means that you are going to

have a much harder time in life.

About 500 years ago, a Chinaman, with

whom I am otherwise not acquainted, wrote the follawi

thought, "Famiies, when

he will be intelligent.

a child -is

I, through

born, hope that

intelligence,

having ruined my own life, can only hope that my son

will be stupid and ignorant; whereupon he will

conclude a tranquil existence by becoming a cabinet

minister. (Laughter.)
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Let me appeal to you not to envy, the

gifted, but to sympathize with them. And let me urge

the Commission to consider that they not only leave .

opportunity, but also support. Thanieyou. AppIause.

Commission BARER. Thank you, Dr.,Kinsbourne,

for this in.sightfui and elegant assessment of what we

can expect from the individual. And that, along with

what we face in the societal context that Dr.

Gallagher has told us of, leads us to begin to talk

about the ways these two can come together and how

can the individUal possessed of the qualities you

note begin to relate to the societal structure that

Dr. Gallagher has so adeptiy, characterized.

On this, Dr. Joseph Renzulli, the

Associate DireCtor of the Bureau of. Education Researc

at the University of Connecticut, has agreed to speak

to us. Dr. Renzulli.

JOSEPH RENZULLI. Thank you very much. I

am pleased to have this opportunity to address the
_
Commission and am delighted with the remarks of both

Dr. Kinsbourne and Dr. Gallagher. I think they

have pointed out some extremely crucial issues.

would like to spend -- I am sorry. I

see a signal from the back-that they -- is this bettetl?
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I gave a talk one time and a person put

their hand up at the back and said they cou3--.In't hear.

me. And someone said, I am in the front, I

canchear, and i will/be glad to exchange seats with

you." (laughter).

I would like to really restrict my

remarks to two specific areas, one being the areas

of regular curriculum that I think need to be

considered in meeting the needs of bright youngsters

and, secondly, some of the kinds of program designs

that we need to pursue in order to make modifications

in the education of more able youth.

I think one of the great tragedies of the

egalitarian era of the '60s is that, in some ways,

we reduced the amounts of rigor that were ordinarily

representative- of American education and the result

of this has been a decline in SAT scores, all the

stories that you folks know.

A report released recently by the

Education Products Information Exchange; which is a

non-profit consumer educational research organization

in New York, I think highlights dramatically some of

these kinds of declining, scores and the reasons fot

them.
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I would like to quote to .pots f am a brief

report on a study of textbook content. , "Sixty ,per

cent of the fourth graders in non-disadvantaged

schools were able to score over 80 per cent on tests

of the content of their math texts before they had

used the textbooks for the school year. Similar

findings were reported on tests of textbook content -

with students in fourth and tenth grade science and

tenth grade social studies."

I think that this kind of research high-

lights the _fact that there is in the so-called

,

_

regular curriculum tremendous amount of. lack of

challenge. When that many young people know the

subject matter of their prescribed courses before

they ever set foot in the classroom, I think we

:. .

realize. that a great deal of the time of our highlyi

able youth is being wasted.

A more recent report from Phi .Belts Kappa

magazine, by Michael Crist, and I quote, 'Meanwhile,

with regard to the content and materials, a sample

of U. S. textbook publishers agreed that their text-

books had dropped two grade levels in difficulty over

the last ten to fifteen years.

"According to the Los Angeles Times, when
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California -tried to reserve' two slots on the statewide.

adoptiOn list for textbooks that would challenge the

top one-third students, no publisher had a book to

present. They could only suggest reissuing text books

from the late sixties, which are now unacceptable

becuase of inaccurate portrayals of women or minori-

ties, or writ ing new texts, which would involve at

least three to five years in deVelowdent."

I think that, once again, this highlights the

problems. that brighter youngsters face with regard

to regular curricula.

I think that the other point 'that I would like

to make and that a great deal of our work at the

University of Connecticut has been focused upon is

giving gieater attention to a broader conception of

giftedness. I was delighted to hear' Dr. Kinsbourne

say that the top one percent are not necessarily the

gifted and talented.

So I would like to report to you very briefly

this morning on some research that has been going on

at the University of Connecticut that has been entered

into the record in the materials that have been sub-

mitted to the Commission. Four years ago, with the

cooperation of officials of the Connecticut State
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Department of Education; we were ,,:ven permission to

expand our conception of giftedness and the number

of youngsters served in programs for the gifted and

talented from the existing traditional top 5 per cent,

as measured by achievement, intelligence, and aptitude

tests; to a somewhat broader conception that included

the top 15 to 25 per cent in any given school distric.

These youngsters were provided any and all of the

services ordinarily available in gifted programs on

a fully 'equitable basis -- that is to say, that the

top 5 per cent did not go around with arm bands on

their sleeves and the next 15 per cent were faded.

They were indistinguishable as far as the amounts of

services that were provided.

Through a variety of research studies,

looking at both cognitive and affected growth of

these youngsters, we found that there were no major

ditierences in the quality of work that was produced

over a given period of tiMe.

I think that this helps to illustrate

that there is a larger supply Of gifted and talented

students out there than we ordinarily seem to be able

to serve through existing guidelines and procedures.

I am amazed at the people who walk in with a statisti
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that says "We have 1.6 milli-Oh gifted youngsters"

Or "The top .2 or 3 or 'J per ce,nt Of the population. is

gifted.." I believe that ,a 1ot larger percentage of

the poptiIation is capable of gifted behaviOr.

Finally, one of the things that I would

like to say is that these youngsterS exist at all

levels of society, and I think we have had, in a

sense, programs that serve gifted youngsters in our

society, mainly youngsters who have gone to the

better schools and had better educatiOnai opportuniti s.

1 do believe, though, and as D . Kinsbour

pointed out that these youngsters exist in all groups

and I think that we need to create the kinds of

vehicles whereby highlyable and highly-potential

and highly-capable youngsters in whatever school

district they happen to be a student whether it

be a very prestigious and well-endowed public or

private school, or whether it be in a Small rural or

inner city school, that we create in these kinds of

schools the opportunities for highly-able youngsters

to have a competitive edge with children who happen,

by good fortune and social economic status, to have

been enrolled in schools which are more prestigious.

I would like to just simply reinforce
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things that Dr. Gallagher said about the kindS of

support that the field of gifted and talented needs.

We have limped along for many. many years on very .

small and almost non-existent support, when you look
_

.at it in: comparison with other areas of education,

let alone what is spent-in other areas that Dr.

Gallagher mentioned. I feel that the monies avaiIabl

especially for research and development, have almost

been non-existent in this field, and I think that we

need to have a much more extensive amount of support,

If we-are going to be able to provide 'a better

ed6cation for these youngsters;

Thank you very much. (Applause.)

Commissioner BAKER. Thank you, Dr. Renzulii,

for this skillful abstract of the work that you have

contributed yourself so much to, and that gives us

a further approach to the matter of joining the

individual with the societal resources for developmen .

In that same vein, we now have the

pleasure of hearing from Dr, David Feldman, Associate

Professor at the Eliot-Pearson Department of Child

Study, Tufts University.

Dr.DAVID-FELDMAN. Thank you, Chairman.

My colleaguei.have ably discussed the organiiational,
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the biological, and the curricula aspects of issues

pertaining to gifted and talented children. My own

remarks will focus on conceptual reorganization. It

is my feeling that, if this noble and well-intentione

exercise Is to have any realizable impact, 'it is goin

to require major conceptual rethinking of this field

as well as the more practical aspects that my

colleagues have focused on.

I would like to begin my. remarks , Mr.

Chairman, with a quote from John Gardner's book,

"Excellence", published now more than 20 years ago.

It reads: "An excellent plumber is infinitely more

admirable than an incompetent philosopher:

The society which scorns excellence in

plumbing because plumbing is a humble activity

and tolerates shoddiness in philosophy because

it is an exalted activity will have neither

good plumbing nor good phi
I

mophy. Neither

its pipes nor its theories will hold water.

There are three obiervations I wish to

make about the current state/of affairs in the field
46'

Of gifted/talented education which are inspired by

John Gardner's words: These. three points will lead

in turn to three suggestions for revising current
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conceptions of talent and talent development. FinaII

I will offer three recommendations for the future.

The overall purpose of my remarks is to suggest th t

the time has come for an overhaul of how we resptind

to extraordinary capability in our children; this

should be done 'at the practical level, at the

conceptual level and at the policy level as well.

Giftedness in America; at least insofar

as the notion has, manifested itself in public

education, is almost synonymous with general academic

promise. To be labeled gifted has meant, withA few

exceptions, to have scored :better than about 98% of

oriels peers on a standardized IQ 'test; The price. of'

admission.forthe vast majority of programs was and

is set by this standard. Sometimes the tendency to

use IQ goes to ridiculous extremes. A year or so ago

the was a.summer dance program in a town not far

from Boston where even the most promising young dancer

had to fulfill the criterion set for admission: 130

IQ or aboVe. So my first observation is that gifted-

ness in the American public education system means

high IQ. High IQ, in turn, is an indicator of genera

academic talent, the capability to do well in standar

school situations. It is almost as if we had decided
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that giftedness was to be defined as strength in

philosophy and all our children are ranked in terms

of how promising they are

51

in philosophy, even though

we actually need (or even want) very few philosophers.

The fact that giftedness tends to be

defined in terms of academic talent leads to my

second observation: that for a person to be labeled

gifted in America'is to be given a promissory note

about his or her future. It is a prediction that a

given child will grow up and do something significant

or worthwhile. At the time the label is conferred,

however, the child has done nothing significant excep

to do well on the test itself. Although it would be

encouraging if the promissory note indeed predicted

accurately who would and who would not make positive

\contributions to, society, it is clear from the famous

Terman study in California and, from others that IQ

is only a crude predictOr of future success. And it

predicts,success not at all in many fields like art,

and leadership.

If one were to ask 'the question based on

IQ: "What does a gifted child do when he or she

grows up?" the answer would have to be similar to

where a six hundred pound gorilla sleeps: Anything he
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wants to. Giftedness in American tends to mean a

child can aspire to do anything once the IQ threshold

has been exceeded; but IQ itself tells very little

about what that choice might be. And it tells us even

less about haw to help make a choice into real
0

performance.

;My third point is that a consequence of

the tendency to sort out the populace into gifted and

not gifted groups has been to create pernicious

status divisions among our children. ,John Gardner.

argued in ExcenenCe that status differences are a

natural consequence of :different levels-of perfoithanc

It'is therefore not status per se that is the problem;

it is arbitrary status that is objectionable and that

we rightly call "elitist;" For Gardner, the critical

point is that status should be earned through sustain_d

excellent performance. It is not at all surprising

that people resent the Label "gifted" being conferred

on the basis of performing well once On a test.

I should stress at this point that my

remarks are not to be construed as critical of the

need for programs for students who are academically

talented and who would profit from greater challenge'

in the classroom. I am simply arguing that exclusive
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emphasis on this form of talent development is

problematic on three counts: One, it tends to limit

talent to general academic 'potential; Two, general

academic promise is only modestly predictive of real

world excellence; and Three, giftedness as IQ tends

to confer status prior to one's having genuinely

earned it.
{

It may be that if we were forced to choos

a single criterion for giftedness, IQ would not be a

bad choice. From my studies of child prodigies,

iamwever, persistence would probably work just as well.

But there is nothing whatsoever (other than perhaps

- inertia) to make us use a single predictor. As

things -stand, the emphasis on general academic talent

in selection for programs for gifted students insti-

tutionalizes and helps ensure that Only those student

who demonStrete such capability are officially

encouraged to develop their full potential. Fortunat ly,

the effort is not always successful.

Suppose we were to consider general

academic talent as one among a variety of potentially

valuable gifts. In principle, this is what the most

.
recent federal regulations on identifying giftedness

have proposed. In addition to academic promise,
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there are references to specific talents, creativity,

leadership and physical ability. As a practical matt

however, this expanded definition of giftedness is

more promise than practice. In practice, criteria

other than IQ are usually considered only when IQ

data are ambiguous or marginal. In other words.

high test performance is necessary, but if a student

scores slightly below the. IQ cut-off for aditissitim to

a program, performance on another criterion may be

considered. This isavas us substantially where we

started.

In a small study I did in Minnesota

several year ago; I showed that criteria for

admission to' gifted programs are almost always

ambiguous and arbitrary. The study showed that almos

every child in a typical classroom might be selected
o

for a hypothetical speCial prograM, based only on

criteria' that are now commonly used in school

systems around the country. In other words there is_

as much evidence to suggest that 98% .of the population

is "gifted" according to one or-more of the' usual

selection criteria as there is evidence to suggest

a% are gifted. In this kind of situation, it seems

advisable to suspend judgment about the nature and
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extent of giftedness in our population until clearer

notions of just what is meant are forthcoming.

My first alternative suggestion, then, is

that we begin to think of giftedness on a more specif

basis. General academic potential is certainly

valuable and should be encouraged, but it would be

unwise to bet the future of the country on identifyin

and supporting only those who pass muster on an IQ

test. Indeed the so-called creativity test movement

was begun in the 1950's because IQ had proven to be

inadequate in predicting innovative thinking or

leadership during the Second World War. Unfortunately

we are still virtually no better off today than in

1950 in identifying and encouraging specific talent.

Serious conceptual work on the nature of specific

giftedness is, I believe, requisite to changes in

policy a d practice, and this work has not been done.

I would suggest, however, that in numerous fields

in the society talent is in fact identified, develope

and rewarded in very sophisticated ways. In high

technology, professional sports, the media, surgery,

and pilot training it is unlikely that individuals

who are not gifted achieve top positions, or, at

feast, we had better hope not. We may have, been
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looking in the wrong place for information about hOw.

to identify and develop talent.

A related point is that giftedness could

well be conceived as performance at an = impressive

level in a given field rather than as a general

prediction *about broad gauged academic. achievement.

Lewis Terman in 1920 believed that high IQ was a

prerequisite to distinguished achievement in virtually

any field, but this has' turned out not to be true.

The best predictor of future achievement is present

achievement. And the more specific the achievement

the better. If one wants to predict who will be a

ballet dancer, a physicist, a mechanic, or a teacher,

the best evidence is performance in these domains or

in domains closely related to them. Although few

young children have selected the domain t'icy will

ultimately pursue as adults, certain distinctive

patterns of childe behavior may be related to certain

adult domains. This has certainly been the case in

my studies of child prodigies.

It mak.es sense, then, to think about

identification of gifted children '-v obierving their

performance within the specific domains in which

children are working or in domains where the connectio
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to adult performance is clearly demonstrated.

considered reflections of master practitioners in a

field are most likely to unearth the key variable.

I am suggesting that our way of looking at giftedness

would be improved if performance within a specific

domain were emphasized. The word "genius" after

all, originally referred to a person's unique,

special qualities or gifts as they were manifested

in actual performance. We would do well to recapture

some of that meaning in our current view of giftednes

It should be clear that the two alternati e

changes in our view of giftedness I have just pr.o-

posed would help reduce the elitism inherent in,

current policy and practice. If giftedness were

seen as the use of one or a combination of several

talents, it would help prevent the simple dichotomy

created by general 'academic promise or tne.laCk of

it. One could reveal promise In a specific realm

without, or in addition to, showing general academic

capability. And if actual performance within a

specific field were taken as a_ primary criterion for

being labeled gifted, then status would De conferred

as function of demonstrated excellence, an inherentl

less aroitrary way of doing things. It is also
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likely that prediction of future excellence would be

more accurate since early promise wituin a field

(such as poetry or sports or politics) is most likely

to be related to later achievement. Tnis way of

looking at giftedness is nonelitist in tne sense that

individuals nave to earn tneir status and continue to

do so by actual acnievement. It is my-impression

that few people resent genuine excellence and tne

rewards that it. brings.

To. summarize; then; my three suggestions

for reorienting our thinking about giftedness are

(1) that we conceive of talent as taking many specifi

forms; (2) that the designation gifted be bestowed

only based upon actual achievement within valued

domaint of activity; and finally (3) that status be

directly tied to achievement; in other words, the

development of human potential be seen as a fundament lly

nonentist endeavor.

It is one thing to redirect our conceptua

framework about giftedness. It is another thing to

draw from this orientation reasonable implications

for fostering excellence through education. In my

remaining remarks 'win. propose for discussion some

changes in education-that might follw from what I
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will label a developmental view of giftedness. The

central feature of this view is that talent develop-

merit is a complex function of how well coordinated

the resources are in the child's environment.

It seems to me that it is important to

distinguish between two broad goals of public educa-

tion: basic skills, and what I will call optional

skills. Traditionally; giftedness in public educatior

refers to being very good at the former; while I am

proposing that giftedness in the future be, much more

identified with the Latter. By optional skills I-

refer to the many possible worthwhile pursuits that

our society offers and/or encourages. These tend to

be found-- if they are found at all scattered through

the school curriculum and the school day in the form

of electives. More often, they are Pursued ,outside

of school. I believe that the basic skills function

of public education might profitably be condensed

into half the normal school,day, while the remainder

of the day could be spent in pursuit of optional

skills.

The schools themselves may well be

inadequate for offering the variety and quality of

optional skills necessary to engage the energies of
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all students. But if the two functions, basic skills

and optional skills, were distinguished, it is

perfectly feasible to think of the school as one

among several institutions offering opportunities

for talent development. Business, industry, agricu

ture, technology, government, the arts, media,

medical facilities, sports teams, universities,

research institutes, unions, etc. might become more

formally involved in the educational process.

Apprenticeships, mentorships, internships, assitant-

ships, and, part-time jobs would have the aual

advantage of putting youngsters in direct contact

with those who work in fields in which excellence

maybe manifested and at the same time pit them in

greater touch with the adult generation as well, a

not insignificant fringe benefit of such an approach.

My second recommendation is that serious

consideration be given to a national effort to

replace current measures of general academic promise

with more refined, specific diagnostic instruments

consistent with the view of talent and excellence

reflected in this testimony. Although such testa

have had and will continue to have utility for

clinical and broad diagnostic purposes, they stand in
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the way of reorientating our thinking about excellenc .

It will take a major research and development effort

to produce alternative measures that are as practical

and easy to use as the existing ones. Until such an

effort is begun it will be extremely difficult, if

not impossible, to change current practice and

therefore transcend existing assumptions about

potential for excellence and how to develop it.

My final recommendation is that a major

effort be ma&I to better understand the delicate

coordination cif the forces, family, peers, siblings,

teachers; mentors, technologies, historical condition

that bring about extraordinary achievement. I have

called this coordination co-incidence. Good work

has been begun by colleagues Iike Jeanne Bamberger,

Benjamin Bloe and Mihaly Csikzentmikalyi, Howard

Gardner, Howard Gruber and, if I-may be so immodest

to say so, in my awn research with child prodigies.

But with a matter as complex as this one, it is

surely an understament to say that it will take some

of the best efforts of-, yes, some of our most gifted

researchers, to begin to shed some light on'it. The

existence of a group such as the National COmmission

on Excellence in Education is the sort of force that
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To return, in conclusion, to. John

Gardner's statement for a moment, we would do well

to direct our= efforts toward valuing excellence in as

Many forms and in as many fields as our imaginations

and resources will allow. Both our plumbers and our

philosophers deserve respect for putting forth their

beat efforts and rewarded wh4n these efforts lead to

excellent performance. Our job'is to learn how to

help those who would be excellent plumbers do so,

and encourage those who would be mediocre philOsopher

to direct their energies elsewhere. Then both our

drains and our ideas will'withstand the pressures

that are sure to strain them in the years to come.

Thank you. (Applause.)

Commissioner BAKER. Thank you, Professor

Feldman, for your keen'analysis and stimulus about

what to do with these matters.

thank the speakers, also, for their

observance of time. They have achieved an elegant

balance, indeed, between what is said and what is

known .

we shall proceed with the discussion

presently, but I would like to take a moment to speak
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on behalf of the Commission about the ways we have

been able to get into the matters which you have just

hedid being discussed with such skill this morning,

and that is through staff support from Washington of

extraordinary merit.

We are, after all, making reports to the

American people, to our national community, which is

so warmly represented here this morning and, therefor

welcome a chance to point out that our Executive

Director, Dr. Milton Goldberg, his associates' on this

particular occasion, Ms. Mollie McAdams, Peter Gerber

Mrs. Tynan, Mr. Tomlinson, and. Clifford Edelman, have

simply been the key resources for us to find the

insights and knowledge which we are so appreciating

now:

Similarly, we want to report, as an

independent commission of the Secretary of the

Government, about the. very high help we have had

from. the Department of Education; in many forms; and

I'wnuld'hope'that Mr. 'Wayne Roberts, who is 'the

regional representative of Secretary Bell in this

a=ea, might be with us and willing to comment on the

activities related to these studies in this region.

IS Mt. 'Roberts here?
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(No response.)

Commissioner BAKER. If not, I know that he

would have said the things that would have helped us

in this respect.

I am also happy to note that Professor

Gerald Hclton, Commissioner Holton of the National

Commission, has joined us. He is also one of our

hosts as Professor of Physics at Harvard.

We now take pleasure in moving to the

discussion in which the Commissioners will work with

the speakers, and they are invited to cross-connect

and cross-talk in any way they wish. The hope would

be, however, that the sound will be respected and

will penetrate to the far reaches of the chamber.

.This matter of getting to the far reaches of the .

chamber has been dealt with in various ways, as Dr.

Renzulli reminded us.

At one time, George Kaufman, was observin

the inauguration of one of ..his. plays, including an

actor who was a bit unable to 'do the things that the

playwright had expected and, "after the Parst act or

so, Kaufman sent a note from the rear of the theatre

to the actor, saying, "I am here in the rear of the

theatre. Wish you were here." (Laughter.)
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I invite any member to perhaps to.begin

our discussion.

Commissioner MARSTON. I have two questions

that I would like to ask. The first question I would

like to ask is to Dr. Kinsbourne, if I may, please.

Dr. Kinsbourne, would you be so kind as to elaborate

on your statement that a type of teacher is needed to

teach the gifted?

Dr. KINSBOURNE. The point that I was briefly

alluding to is that, in order to give a. really

talented person -- and I insist on the really Valente

beyond those perct=te that have been mentioned -- the

drive t

aptitude

per cent

put.in the, effort; the severe effort;

to realize the potential, genius being 90

perspiration, as you know, that person has

to see it being done .by .someone else whom he respects

and see it done well and effectively, and take fire.

Now; what I want to emphasize is that

being gifted, being talented, as a state is nothing.

Actually, acting it out, as someone said, is immense

fatiguing; and occupies time exclusive of all sorts

of fun. The poet Yeats complained bitterly about

the fact that tryingto do what is difficult has

pretty much rotted his bones. He couldn't: do another
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damn thing becausehe was so focused on doing that

which was difficult, which he did successfully, as

you know:

; the. point that I want to.make is

that the very,gifted individual, once he: has that

impetus; wi'll.goito.his mind; will go to the books;

will go to-the library, will; in fact, work; even on

..matters totally unconnected with what that excellent

teacher taught Mm. It doesn't matter what,the field

is in which the teacher is; It is the example- of a

good mind .functioning that is impoitant.

Nor does it have to be every teacher;

one may be enough to show how it can be done. And,

when I was teaching at Oxford, I saw this time and

again, a person caning with a tremendous mind, but

not knowing what to do with it, and finding one

teacher, not always the same one, to lock into and

suddenly take wing.

So, what is important, then is to find

a person who is inspirational and, also, one who is

in a sufficient individual relationship to be a

proper role models not addressing a class of five

hundred.

And; again, I point you towards the Oxford
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tutorial system; and that is the merit of it, that,

one hotm a week, you get to it with what ought to

be and occasionally is a person with an excellent

mind.

i jNow, this s just an example. There are

other ways of doing it, but some individual contact

with somebody terrific is what I was recommending,

and the rest is routine.

Commissioner MARSTON. Thank you very much.

Dr. Renzulli, you spoke accurately, I am afraid, abou

the status of our textbooks in this country. I

wondered if you could perhaps enlighten us on some

possible sOlutions to the improvement of_textbooks

Dr. RENZULLI. I am not sure if I can enlighte

you on some solutions to improvement of textbooks,

except that I think we need to have a re-analysis of

existing textbooks, with the best minds in any given

field brought to bear upon those.

I do believe, however, that we need to

make some modifications for highly-able youth in the

ways in which we use textbooks. In the programming

model that we have developed and used in Connecticut,

among other places, we have introduced a procedure

which we call curriculum compacting. Curriculum
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speed up the curriculum in an accelerated fashion

simply by covering thesame material at a faster rate;

although some of that is involved. But curriculum

compacting .implies that we'eliminate through,some

systematic and very easy-to-use procedures, those kind-

ofmaterialsthatayoungsteralreadykand need

not spend time on

Curriculum compacting is part of an

overall programming -model which then, first of'all,

relieves the boredbm of dull, repetitious and unneces-

sary involvement, but secondly, and I think more

iffportantly: ar,d dealing with the third stage, the

discovery stage that Dr. Kinsbourne referred to, it

opens the door and buys the time for a wide variety o

different types of enrichment experiences for the typds

of involvement with, perhaps,.a highly trained or

specialized teacher or person of like-minded interest

or ability from the community who might serve as a

mentor or guide to a particular youngster.

Commissioner MARSTON. If the Stites of

California and Texas were the ones that adopted such

a particular philosophy, then we would have them,

perhaps, across the country.
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Dr. RENZULLI. Could be. We are trying to

sell it as hard as we can.

Commissioner CAMPBELL. May I ask Dr.

Gallagher a couple of things.. First of all, you

suggested a change in the infrastructure, and I

would be interested in that Secondly, how are the

students chosen for the North Carolina School for

Science and Mathematics?

Dr. GALLAGHER. All right.

Commissioner BAKER. Is the microphone working

all right there?

(Cries of "No!")

Dr. GALLAGHER. Well, the change in the infra-

structure, she asked, .what can you do to change the.

structure in a way that can be more effective for

gifted. education? I would think that one of the

things -- I would echo what Dave Feldman said, and

that is the need for specific research and develop-

ment funds to develop better instrumentation, better

identification tools. If you were trying to repair

something in your house, you have two choices. You

either go to your toolbox and use the tools that you

have got, or you go out and buy some new ones.

What Dave Feldman is suggesting and I am
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suggesting is that we need to go out and buy some

new ones. Failure to do that means that the schoLls

will use the tools that are in/the toolbox now; they

haven't got any choice.

In the State of North Carolina, in terms

of the regular program for gifted education in the

elementary schools, ,..they tn,e a four-dimensional kind

of thing. They use the. LQ test, but they also use

teacher ratings. They also use that sustained

excellence that Dave Feldman was talking about,

evidence of sustained excellence, as part of the

entry ticket to get into the program in the first

place.

But the tools are not there, and we all

recognize that. It takes money to develop these

tools and the money just hasn 1

t
been available.

In terms of the North Carolina School of

Science and Math.ematics, again, we ask for recommen-
,_

dations from the school systems. A student or a

parent can recommend their own child._ When they do

that, they take aptitude tests in science and mathe-

matics, standard; aptitude tests. They get recommende

tions from their school. They write an essay of

their. own as to why they want to do this, which
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sometimes has quite an effect upon the staff that is

reviewing taese, and they get as much other informati

from the school system on their past record as they

can.

They then try to balance these out with

obvious needs in geography, sex, race, that sort of

thing, in order to get a balance.

What they end up with is .an extraordinary

crew of youngsters who have the kind of thing that

Marcel Kinsbourne was talking about. In other worde,

these are model teachers; they do research; th0y

don' just teach. And so they stimulate the youngste s

in a way that you have to kick them out of the

laboratory in the evening order to close down the

officeS.

So the purpose of the school is worth

some attention because it is not just to educate three

or four hundred bright- youngsters- -: It -to-demon7-

strate what excellence can do and to demonstrate to

the other school systems in the state to provide a

training base for the training of teachers to work.

with gifted and talented students throughout the state

and to provide'a kind of a lighthouse fox new tech-

niques and new procedures that can be used and picked
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So it is not just an isolated program

designed to help a small number of children. It is

designed to have a major impact on the entire school

!3,,stem in the State of North Carolina.

Commi ssioner HOLTON. First, I would Iike to

apologize; I came late from a pladafrom another

conference.

(...'ono, what I heard here immediately

triggers a number of resonances. One learns from

historically great minds and doers that they need

many of the things that you have been talking about,

fellowship, freedom, elbow room to do the things that

they want in a surrounding which tolerates it at

least, the kind of support from parents, textbooks

that are properly written, and all the rest.

But what I think I had better ask about

heie,-iii-Stead of followin my own personal interests,

to point out that we are national, we are national.

We do want to make recommendations that are useful

at the local level, at the state level, but, also,

at the federal level. And, from the material I read

and what I have heard, it isn't.quite clear to me

And, therefore, I Would Iike to be enlightened -- to
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what degree the solutions that you see, each in your

own way, in fact, -may involve a Federal presence, as

against a local or a state presence.

For example, if I can readily think, the

teacher training must be at a level that may be beyon4

the capabilities merely of the locality or the states,

or subsidy of texts which they don't sell in the

2C thousands' or 50 thousands a year because they are

no longer being taken seriously by most publishers,

or money for experimentatio6 and research, which, has

just been mentioned ai few minutes ago, but I didn't

see that in the literature; or Federal fellaroships

the gifted; or perhaps for their surroundings, to ma

it possible, perhaps, to hardle the gifted, when they

do turn up.

There are variety of ideas. I don't

just ask you to do it off the top of your head. The

record stay; open for a month, I understand, so your

spe-Afic recommendations would be very helpful in

that area.

Dr. 02-1LAGHER. I did try to provide that in

my statement, Professor Holton, but I think you came

after I gave it.

Let me review them for you, because I do
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And= that is, what can the Federal Gov'ernment do?

And I think the answer is that it can be catalytic

in nature, and that catalytic provides small amounts

of funds for very crucial kinds of things.

Research and development. That is clearl.,

a Federal role. That is true in all fields of

education, as well as health and other dimensions.

The Federal. Government has always taken the role of

being the leader in research and development activiti

the reason for that being that the states do not

invest in that. They invest primarily in service

kinds of activities `at the state and local level.

A_ second is leadership training. Many

states are resistant to doing advanced-training of

persons or post-doctoral kinds of work on the ground')

that they may, in fact, see greener fields somewhere

else. They may get educated in North Carolina and go

to California; get educated in Colorado and go to

Florida, and all that money was wasted that the state

spent on that person; from the standpoint of the

State Legislature.

So advanced graduate training money car

come ,:ram the Federal level.
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Demonstration money. That can be given

to the states, but' it provides for states with. those

extra kinds of funds that they don't have easily

available within their own Department of Public

Construction, but can provide a kind of lighthouse or

example of excellence that otherwise would not be

there.

The particular area of dissemination;

of actually providing some vehiclds by which good

practices get delivered from one place to another.

One of the problems we have always had in education

is, how do you deliver a great'program from Portland,

Oregon, to Tampa, Florida, or from Lubbock, Texas; to

Vermont, and we do have better knowledge now, on how

that is done, and that is kind of a technical

assistance program that, fact, could be provided

and will not b done unless it'is done from the

Federal level because it cuts across communities, it

cuts across states.

I think supporting these kinds of things

at a min:zmal financial level can provide a catalytic

c2fort that can energize a lot of the resources at

the local and the state levels; and un:ss the Federa

1
Government does it, it isn't going to-be done.
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Dr. KINSBOURNE. I think Dr. Gallaghe:c's

remarks can be summarized in terms of a-simple

distinction; Fostering thedevelopment of an

individual, gifted child is the province of the state

within which he or .vale lives. Developing informa-

tion about how the human mind and human brain

achieve sophistication of the type that can be

generalized acrciss the nation is a Federal responsi-

bility.

Chairman GARDNER. I should appreciate very

much reconciliation of two cf the testimonies here

this morning, to the extent that you are disposed to

do so.

Professor.Gallagher has suggested that

there is a pressing need for both more support, an

enhanced infrastructure, and a greater attention to

be paid on all levels of government in their

appropriate spheres of responsibility to this problem.

Now, Professor Feldman has suggested that

what we really need; not excluding the former, is a

rec-onceptualization of the idea of who constitutes

gifted intelligent young people.

How are we, on the one hand, to encourage

a greater measure of support and, on the other hand,
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represent that we need; inn fact; to reconceptualie

the basis of the effort?

Dr. FELDMAN. Very carefully.

Chairman GARDNER. Now, thiS Commission is

expected to offer some recommendations in this

respect, and I think we need to discover a Means of

effectively dbing so in ways that do not assume that

your testimonies are mutually exclusiVe, and I would

appreciate your helping us with, that.

Dr; GALLAGHER. well, I would say that they

are not mutually exclusive. I welcome the opportunity

to try and demonStrate how.

We must, in fact, get better tools; we

must, in fact; get better methods; we must do better

jobs at developing more effective curriculum in this

area. That doesn't mean to say that we abandon

eff or s we have already done . It means we must be

about the busineSs Of trying to :improve on those .

.

And Di. Feldman is suggsting, in my view,

some of tht: vehicles by which you can, in fact, imprcm

them. But in terms of one of the things that ha said

for example, that you pick on the basis of sustained

excellence instead of just IQ tests, or that you

include the Iedership and creativity audarts and
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humanitists as part of your-'definition, in our.national

survey.ofthe programs, .we find that forty states,

in fact, include those definitions in their definitioh

of gifted chil&-e-, in their states right now.. They

say that it is not only those who have academic

ability and intellectual performance, but those who-

are excellent in leadership and creativity and the'

arts and humanities.

Now, stating that in the abstract and the

definition .is one thing. Operationalizing it in the

schools is quite something else again. And what we

don't have is the tools and the procedures and the

methods by,,which we` can translate an objective into:

an operational fact. To do that, we need these kinds

of catalytic funds that will allow us to build the

instruments and develop the new curriculum that has

been suggested here, and th't is where the Federal

Government comes in.

Dr. BENZULLI- May comment on that very

briefly, because I am in agreement with my colleagues

on a lot of this, but in some small amount of diS-

,
dikeeMeht-in other area'. We-don't need more measure

We already have ways of finding out who are our best

and most efficient learners and who alre our most
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I think that the reconceptualization that

Dr. Feldman talks about is an accurate portrayal, but

what .we needito do is to develop programming models,

that allow youngsters to, have an opoortunity to

perform. I think ehat the ,great failure of the gifte

child movement in this nation has been our treating

giftedness like a physical characteristi: or a

disease, like red hair or blue eyes or a dark

complexion, and we have gone about it in this fashion.

If I can measure you as one measures .a

physical gram or degree or characteristic, .then `I

will serve you And I think what we need to do is t,

give -- again, we can easily; -- there is not/teacher

that has taught for more than a month a group of

children that doesn't know who are his or her most

able youngsters and, with the existing kinds of tests

that we have in intelligence, aptitude, achieveMent,

creativity, and"things like that we can pick out

those youngsters who seem to have the greatest

potential for higher levels of performance. But,

beyond that initial, first level kind of screen,

think, that, after that, we must look at their

performance. By their deeds, ye shall know them, ty
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effort into the measurement and instrument area as

simply coming up with another nrc-selection criteria.

We need to give people an opportunity to perform and

make determirations based on that.

Dz. FELDMAN. If your purpose, Mr. Gardner,

.was to raise a little controversy; I guess you have

probably succeeded. I do disagree with my colleague,

Joe Renzulli,.about this Particular_issues-but-c in

fact, I think It is more of a semantic than a

substantive disagreement.

What we think about when we are thinking

bout measurement is what we already know and, based

upon what we already know; I'wouId actually probably

agree with what he sap,.

But what I think is imaginable is a

conception of measurement, if you will, or assessment

which is so linked and so much part of the curriculum

and program effort thai, in fact, to an outside

observer, one would not be able to distinguish one

from the other.

The purpose, really, would be to widen

.the horizons, of those who. are watching the children,

and I think; with all due respect to the good work
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of what is in the mind of those who are looking will

lead to a detectiOn of more kinds Of things out there,

that Joe and his colleagues have done, an expansion

and it is really towards that kind of end that I

Dr. GALLACdER. Could I just hake

think the effort is aimed.

one final

comment on that. I have to disagree on one small

point with Joe Renzulli, and that is, that the teacher

.know who the bright students are in their class. And

the evidence is very clear on this, and that is, yes,
it

most of them, .they do know, particularly if they

perform. The problem is if you have a great deal of

talent and you don't perform; then, dc' -.11ey know?

And. the answer is, "No, they don't."

And so, there is an additional research

problem here about youngsters who seem,to have

abilities that are ent or that they have not had

the opportunity to develop.

Now, when one talks about instrumentation,

you don't have to talk about a paper and pencil test

that you have to write or fill out. You can talk

about a teaching

situation in wit

various circum,_

situation, a vestibule type of

try out the youngsters under

That is an instrument, too.
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And so, what you have to do is broaden

your conceptualization of what you mean by "instrumenet.

But, of course; the opportunity to do it is one of

the better ways of trying to judge, but we have lots

of inner city kids. The best way of judging a clarinet

player is to say, "Pick up a clarinet and play some-

thing," but that works only if you have been ',laying

clarinet for awhile. If you have never had the chanc

to play a clarinet, then that doesn't work very well.

And so; you have got to develop the kind

of opportunities for youngsters that really haven't

had a shot at developing their abilities, as well as

picking up those youngster p that, through a, combinati n

of good opportunity and family background, have, in

fact, found it.

Dr. RENZULLI. Mr.. Chairman, may I say a few

words in defense' of Joe Renzulli. I came here today

with the specific objective of not to sell any

particular approach or programming model and, as both

Dave and Jim know; we, in fact, use an instrument

which is not a structured instrument in this level of

identification. We call it an Action Informatioa

Message wherein it basically is a. reflection of the
of

obServations/youngsters, in a particular performance

BORT REPORTING ASSOCIATES
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as long as It-cannot avoid my own

work, let me just spend a moment or two to say that,

in an overall, comprehensive, systematic programming

model, you naturally provide these opportunities for

83,

youngsters to engage in different levels of activity

that then become the insights into which youngsters
more

might go on tnisdvanced kinds of enrichment.

In: the programming =del which I have

developed, entitled the EnrichMent Triad Model,

. again; I did not come here today to sell a particular

approach -- we have purposefully built in two types

of enrichment, one of which is designed to expose

youngsters to a wider variety of experiences that

they ordinarily would not _become involved in or

exposed to in the regular school curriculum; which I=

think all of us can agree is a very limiting kind of

experience.

The second type of general enrichment

that we provide to a wider band of youngsters --

again, Types I and II are general levels of intro-

ductory enrichment -- is designed to givc youngsters

experience in creative thinking skills, in critical

thinking skills, in research skills; and things that
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are related to broader use c nowlec:gej-eference

material, visual, oral, and written communication
1

activities. 1c is from these, let us call them,

tryouts, that we start to see certain kinds of highly-

intensive interests and abilities emerging and it is.

through this process that we advat.:..e youngsters to

our highest level of enrichment, what we call

individual and small group investigations oi real

problems. '4

And that is a very brief overview of

a model I provided you some information about fn the

packet.

r. KJNSBOURNE. It is clearly possible to

conceive of far nhare appropriate measures of talent

than we have at the moment. I would agree that more

of the the is'of no use. We have lots of instrument

would like to state something Very

briefly 47ith resp,ict to the leve: )f. the b-:ain. WhAt

is involved in solving a problem? Obviously, you

cannot give the obvious solution because, if the

obvious solution were correct. it would nit be a

problem.. Therefore, it might be the one next obvious,

or the one a bit less obvious than that, r:r the one

even rather improbable. But, if you .e a genius, yo
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fact, impossible,,but

happens to be correct.

How can the human brain do that? .The

necessary condition for making an improbable response

is to be abe to inhibit `making the prObable one.'

That is the mental work. ,It is not doing the thing

that is wrong that permits you effortlessly to do

what is right.

Now, irnibition is the fabric of mental

life. it shapes mental life. it is the ability to

restrain the over-lerned response, the biologically

pre-programmed response, which is usually right, b.it

this time not; preserve it for usual use, but do not

use it this time.

Now; t the revel of the brain, there are

inhibitory processes which make that possible. When

I was speaking about .1mbers of neurons anc synapses,

it is enough to say that we couldn't potentially

measure the L'avel of the brain, how this is done.

This is not a sufficient data base.

Nuw, at some point, ideally, one would be

able to in to the inhibitory processes as they

occur. Obviou&ly, we ca..not' do this today, but tT-I-Or

instance, one can envisage how, with methods now
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developed of radioactive :.racking of metabolic

processes in the bren. ,ne could look, for eNamp e,

at activation of certain parts of the- -brain in

response to -a certain cognitive-chalienge to see-haw

intense it and how focal it is, how sele_ve it

is to the right part of the brain; and that gets us

closer t0to the kind of measure that we might develop

with future research, with lots of future research,

federally-funded, ultimately to get a better look at

this.

So I think that this compliments and does

not disagree with anything that has been said.

Commissioner BAKER. Thank you. Our panelists

are leading us right to the front_er that we would

h,,:ve d- earned and hoped would happen, bersuse we

believe that they are saying; as Dr Kinsbourne has

just pointed out so excitingly, that there may be

ways of ascertaining talent which are less environ-

mantally dependent, which are less caught in the

present machinery. than anything yet set ?ii.

We would be anxiocs to hear any further

comment; that Professor Feldman might nve in respect

to whether he thinks the revoi,;inv door model of

D Rebzuni on. the one hand an' ne question of what
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Dr. FELDAAN. Revolving door criteria and the

capacities_nf the =brain? It is a little much,

think, for me to comment on.

This is not really a direct response

your question, Mr. Baker, but I think that there is

a high level of agreement across the four people 1.4.o

pave come here today, who probably disagree on most

thirss. most of the time under °tat:3: cooditions, that

WR are probablyZappe to doing some Worthwhile things

and a long way away from doing everything that we

would like to do.

16 I think that it is oiler that-the common

17 thread is to oroaden, to diversify, to look for more

18 variety in the form that giftedness takes, on the

19 one handi and the variety rend forms of response that

sncietv and education maize; and T think that xs the

_1 main point that Joe RenzuAl makesi or the other.

22 rrogrammatically, there is no quesidori

23 that his wo is the most. advanced the we have on a

large scale basis. and SGi '7 its very nature, it
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becomes A focal point. I think we shovid enc.,;urage

many such efforts.

CommiSSioner HOLTON. Let me ask you to reject

my question, if it is either too folish or too

difficult;` but there is this persistent mytu that a

86;

--little social Darwinism, or perhaps a lot of it, is

very good for the gifted, becaude that will be the

filter through which real talent will assert itself.

And, it is a real question, in Ionking beck on the

historic evidence', whether one can discern a yes or
4,

no to this sort of question One look at the

Kepplers, who somehow persisted, despite supe,.buman

ObStAC10- and, as Keppler r-put it in 1..rs on horoscope

4' cvrefer by my nature to ;look for stones rather that.

bread. bt

one-looks-at-tlacHungarans that

made such a contribution to the scita:tes, cilao all

were reject': in their own country and came thrpLgh

because tbey found eanh other and a su.);ect

'-hey could assert their individuaU.ty, one wonders

what, in it more pampered ourrounding, rk might ho-ve.

been like.

Butiall tLat cannel quite right Decaus

we only see rhr successes; and not the faiJures and,
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as a physicist; I like to have ratios, rather than

absblute measures.

Can you give me some kind of a hint to

what degree advercIty really is helpful or, on the

whole, more harmful to the yield of'the gifted to

society?

D. KINSBOURNE. It has been said, I forget by

whom, that 'there is a reason why the French have so

many good noN.,:lists and poets, whereas the E g

have rather fewer great novelists and poets. The.

teas on is that being a ncvelisr -,oet is

respected in France, and not

So, to make it through in EngIanu, it is like sword

steel tempered in fire. That is an expression of the

myth to which you allude, which may or may not be

correct;

Presumably, rigor is essenti.al to

sharpen a good into a great accoMplishment;.but the

rigo7: should be at that point. In otIv.:r ,rds, if

you don't let them even be. gJod, you are 6aing to

haye those great and glorious Milti-ns who never were

born and we dont know that they ever existed.

But the rigor should occur at the level

of being good alreauy, and that should be not
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satisfactory, j.st t. be good.

Feldman;

Now, 2or ,.',.xlething more specific, Dr.

FELDMAN. Just two comments. One is that

it may well be true that adversity does, in some

instances, lead to excellence'or outstanding achieve-

ment, but i guess that I don't think anyone would-

disagree with the observation tiqt the world is

sufficiently treacherous and it is likely that there

wuu7 be sufficient adversity; in spite of if not

because of anything we might choose to do. So, I

don't think that Is our business. I think

that that part of it will probably take care of

itself.

Our job is to try to provide positive

ebhditiOnS under which talent can be developed and

expressed.

The E.,:cond point. and this ccznes f om

the work With prodigies, is that the conditions that

ent2r into the developmert of extraordinary achieve=

mant are so' complex and so nueerous that to single

ouZ: any one of them, including this on?. whfch, I

would intuitively agree, is probably important, fails

to consider the variety of influences.

-
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Furthermore, as in all of nature, the

vaxiety is_so great; where just the thing for a

certain person at a certain critical point in his ar

her career may be that kind of adverse situation, at

the wrong time, in the wrong place, under the wrong

conditions, it could be a disaster. And I guess,

-4;

againI think there is wide agreement that those are

things we should know more about.

Dr. GALLAGHER. Let me just say that there

has been What has been-caIled a cannonball theory,

namely, once the sperm and the egg meet, that there

is nothing that anybidy car do to stop the developmen

and emergence of .the tal3nt. I don't think the

evidence is in efavor of that particular position.

Therz... -re a lot of people, ever. in the

worst plague that one can asign, there are people

come..through it and who emerge unscathed, althrugh

that is not a good argument for plaaues:

But what we re.aLy wart to do is to creat

that kind o1 an environment:.

tnd, even in a refrf,szive societ- one

..can get -the combinaon ri forc,,2s_ that Dt. C

kil-le,i5oulne and 'Dr. Feldman hr-lc talked about that

24 can brInr torth who still bpnetit
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their own individuate circumstance, and that probably

is what has happened in those circumst .es you

describe.

Commissioner 1-1:)LTON. Just to be on the

record, I wa hoping for a plague, but I was

hoping fora as to how much it might be worth

to find immunization and, evidently, you agree that

it would be all to the good to have as much immunize-

tion as possible.

CoMmie,$ipner BAKER Thank you, sir, and than

to the panel for the admirable dis,:ussinri which we

,:ppreciate very

.

We shall now adjourn Zor a break.

(Short recess.)

Education Programming f: or 'tk -gifted

Columiss:'.rner BAKER. Let's resume this sPosion

,-which has led us so- arefull,7 into the area which the

academician wishes us to understand and thus,

following the pattern so well set ea7:11.er, we move

now to the section on Education Programming for the

(.31.fted, which involves faci-7 7.27 to what can be don

from the principles which we disc:Issed earlier. We

begin this r,ection with a report from one of the most
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productive and effective studies and sponsorship .s. of

the progress of the academically taleri Dr.

William Durden is Dkrector of the Center for the

Advancement of Academically Talented Youth at the

Johnsaopkins University.

We must remind ourselves again that we

don't want to lose words and that, therefore; they

must be inlivered very, very explicitly into these

micr)phones.

13- WILLIAM DURDEN. Nc discussion of programs

for gifted and talented shoUld proceed without an

opportunity to hear'from those students who. have

benefited from Auch initiatives. Their cmments,

ringing with the honesty of edunationaI discovery and

maturation give a special clarity and focus to our

deliberations.

In my owz, profssion, i frequently have

the opportupity to receive directly from students

their thoughts, refIwztions, and aspirations abodt

nrog-ams designed to C.3 ,,elop exceptional talent.

Permit me to .iihare with y)u v,aat h,, alisady Lien

shared with mez

F-fow a 13-y:aT-old girl wh,) pa:ticip2ted 1

is the .1982 J 1-v7v,le4ns SUmmer Restdentio.1 Prograa;
. .

BURT REPORT!' ASSOCIATES
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in Carlisle, Pennsylvania where approximately 700

highly-talented junior high school students from 30

states, the bLstrict of Columbia, Australia, and

Puerto Rico came together to pursue a rigourous

and ,academic nd extra-curricular program:

I've grown here. Here, in this place I

have grown bigger a-;,1 better and brighter.

Whereas before I ....:,:netimes felt lost and

befuddled,, now I el calmer and more familiar.

Whereas before felt out of place, now I

feel at home. Here I have seen myself in a

different, brighter light. Here I have

realized many new things; seen possibilities

unfold and the realization of dreams. And now,

it's part of me. An unshakeable new part

And I'm glad to say that' not even leaving

can shake it.

One night not so long ago, I was at Math

Study Hall with some friends. 'Suddenly I

found that I was not surrounded by grownups;

that my math teacher had skipped 4 grades and

was going to be a college senior at 17; 4-hat

her friend had gone to college at 12 and now

at '.6 was doing graduate work at Cal Tech;
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that Rodney, my math T.A., was 16, and Sarah

and Sandra were both 15, when I had thought

all of these people were in their early 20s!

And for a long time I would just look at one

of them and say, "Oh, my God, they're real

people
ru

95

aldn't understand later why I kept

repeating that phrase, I went and talked it

out with myeelf outside. It seems I felt that

grawn-ups were somehow a different kind of

people == they had their own thougnts and

feelings . . . they were older z.;.d more distan

Now, my thoughts had been turned completely

upside down the people I thought grown -up

were only a few years older t.n myself.

Fot a long time I puzzled this out and

finally came to this conclus5on -- that age

is relative -- it s w,
, ke of it, no

tbtei no lestl.; it rea11., F ' matter. And

discnvering these people s ages didn 1- make

them someona-el86, or_less of rthe Peson w:.m

I had known;

And the in-Credible thing was_that, when

came back in from outside to try and explain

BURT PORT! N C Ass^;:;IATES
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found that all these people, my teachers and

my classmates, had cane through similar

realizations that n,-;zo opened new doors .

e n we were walking back to Lhe dorms

and I was further explaining what I felt about

age; Chi-Bin asked, "How old a.re you?" "I'm

mc.i" I answered,, 'I've never been able tp pin

myself down to age. I'm me I'm growing;

m learning. ',want to -.1,,-..arn!" "There's a

time for that " Chi-Bin replied is called

adolescence!"

And from g young tudent in an Atlanta

Public High School fbr the Performing Arts

recenly cited by the Rockefeller Brothers

Fund for excellence in art t.-Apcation:

In this school you're active in every-

thing. The teachers want something out of you

Mr. Densmore (the principal), I think he's a

good teacher, but' he gets on some students all

the time. Still, I like him. I like that

kind of discipline. He helps us get

straight. I never had a teacher like that

he He worjcs
.

death. This.gchool is
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Very different from tne regular high school

. I'm really a jazz musician. I like to

think of myself as a professiOnal now. If I

had not been here, I would have been totally

jazz; They forced me to the classical; I

like that now. It feels good.

I want to be the best; This school is

giving me the edge. Jazz and classical . .

two different languages, two different inter-

pretations; I need to know them both. Mi.

Densmore'is'helping.m . And you know,

also learned from Mr. Densmore how to treat

people, how to act. Playing is just not

enought to make it. You hive to learn how to

talk with everyone. There are techniques to

learn here, too. You got to do more than

what.is-expected of you. Look at Mr. DensMore.

This school is more than anyone expects .

You have to get sophistication, to learn how

to deal with people to get what you want.

You know, . Densmore, he knows how to deal

with people. I respect him for that I know

he stays busy. Every minute his phone is

ringing. Man, he's movin'. I'm proud to be
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here. You know, here there is something

demanded of us, the whole faculty; Mr..Densmor

the other kids; they all believe we are going

to succeed or; at least; come close. We are

different. Yeah, I'M damn proud to be here.

And finally,' from a 12 year old student

reacting to a Saturday program especially designed

for the academically gifted; we hear,

,After a quick breakfast last Saturday;

took off with mymother in the family's station

wagon and learned more in two hours than I had

all, week at school. Never was a learning

experience so rewarding, yet so intense.

These comments, though few in number, are

representative of the reactions students have to

participation in substantive programs, public, private

in-school and out-of-school, for the gifted and

talented. And when we listen closely to what students

are saying, a natural agenda is given to our delibera-

tions. The students appreciate their education becaus

of several key factors:

High standards are demanded of them.

Their thought is being disciplined. They are finally

"getting it straight" according to one young student.

BURT REPORTING ASSOCIATES
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It is perhaps significant to consider the

words of T. S. Eliot here in the essay, Tradition and

Individual Talent. "Tradition is a matter of much

wider significance. It cannot be inherited, and, if

you want it, you must obtain it by great labor.

And yet, this disciPline and had work is

comfortably associated for these students with

humor and good will Broken is the stereotype

that the mind andcits regulation is a lifelesS,

passionatelesS activity. They are surrounded

by mentors who believe in them and without

arrogance give them the confidence needed for

success and self-discovery

For the mentors, the communication of

their subjects is a passion, an absolutely consuming

passion. They usually are blissfully exhausted.

They often are outrageous.

In another context, Franklin Thomas,

President of the= Ford Foundation, piovides a more

personal description of the above two points.

Speaking of his own upbringing in Bedford=Stuyvesant,

he says:

"I grew up in a family that just assumed

that one, you were smart and capable; two,
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that y u were going to work hard and, three,

the combination of these two meant that anything

was possible-"

A third comment, The "lock=step" of the

kindergarten=college program is not applied to these

students as they proceed according to their own

aptitudes and rate of learning. Commonsense would

tell us and we are very proud, of course, of commor

Sense in our American society; but commonsense'wouId

tell us that one of the few generalizations in

education that is universally agreed upon is that

people learn at different rates and possess differing

attitudes. It seems strange, then, that education

systems supposedly dedicated to providing the best

education for all students are so structured that

they block those differences.

Them is often reference to American

tradition in education, the tradition of the "lock-

step And, of course, as we know from a little

research, American tradition in education is anything

but the "lock-Step". It is proceeding according to

your own aptitudes and rate.

And, finally, there is a sense here,

conveyed by the students, that there is a limitation
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to the abilities and the perfectability of schools

as institutions in providing for our students to

include the gifted students. Now, this could be

quite a provocative idea.

But it is a fundamental idea which I

101

think, and I believe these students would also testify,

must be considered.

The school cannot do it all. That does

not diminish its role whatsoever. There are outside

organizations, there are universities, there is a

compelling need, again, in this case, to break the

"lock-step" and to break the institutional myopia.

There is, of course, research which point

to the need for more expanded-elements in education.

Personal witness is perhaps the most compelling. This

student, for example, decided at a very early age

that Greek, that Homer, should not be read at 8:00

o'clock in the morning. She went to her mother and,

with a little urging, she was situated at home to

read Homer. She had an independent examination. She

could indulge in her activities of having coffee, at

an early age, at home, and having group study and,

of course, through this program, was not in any way

diminished in her intellectual growth.
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What these gifted and talented students

are eloquently telling us about the virtues of their

education must not remain applicable to them alone.

To permit this to happen would be Scandalous. High

standards for each individual, significant and

inspiring mentors, and the ability of each student to

proceed according to his or her own aptitude and need

represent critical factors in any child's education.

In discussing today means for achieving excellence

inherent in selected programs for the gifted and

talented child, we must remeffiber that we are also

commenting upon the means to realize the aspirations

of all our nation's youth. There is without doubt

an overriding urgency to our deliberations. Thank

you. (Applause.)

Commissioner BAKER. Thank you, Dr. Burden.

We now have this substantive base to

proceed with further reports about haw the education

plans go for this population.

And it is a privilege to introduce

Professor Connie Steel , the Chairperson of the

Department of Home and Family Life and Professor of

Child Development at the College of Home Economics,

Texas Tech University.
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Professor CONNIE STEELS, Thank you; Up until

now, you might think that young children were non-

existent; and that clues to the identification of

young children as.gifted did not occur. That doesn't

mean to say that those of us in the Department of

Home and Family Life at Texas Tech think that the

efforts that have been made at Johns Hopkins are not

ones which we want our children to achieve. As:a matt =r

of fact, I will tell you at the.close of my remarks,

about an eight year old whose father has already cane

to see what were the possibilities for, his entry;

Well, what I wanted to ask you about is,.

what do you see in the young child that would

indicate to you that the results that are boing shown

at Johns Hopkins can occur? For example, what about

the child who surprised his parents by showing ability

to read substantially before the age of three? What

about the two year old who can find her way from home

to grocery store, which is two blocks away, and

back again? And what about the four year old who

can explain to you the life cycle and the growing

cycle of short-fiber cotton? I life in Lubbock,

Texas.-

am describing real. children that act
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in ways that are clues, if one is an astute observer

of child behavior..

we are asking three questions at Texas

Tech University in our Child Development Research

Center. We are saying, first, why encourage at all

recognition of these young children as having talent?

But, let suppose I can justify that

and suggest that it is warranted to look at children

as having very specific talent; can we identify that

young child so that we know that, Later on, those

efforts will not be lost, the statements that were

made by our first panel, looking at the question of

why do we spend dollars at the state and local level

and then find out Later that it has been of no value

in that area?

And, finally; does a pre-school program

aid in the development of a pre-school child's

precocity?

The Texas Tech program is based upon on

one fundamental premise, and that is that parents

nurture the first indications of giftedness. And

unless they let us know at ether leumls, that child may

not be one of those that we specify as gifted because

we won't observe, later on, their precocity.
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One of the things that I :discuss quite

often is the :need for our having a research program

there; You know, Home and Family Life is traditionally

just normal development. _So, if we talk about

development that is out here in the Bell Curve,

looking at the t p,one or two or fifteen or twenty

per cent, whatever you look at the question is;

shouldn't we organize ourselves just for normal

development.

But I feel very strongly that the

reaction that have made to parents who called,

desperate, has meant something to the lives;:not only

of those c_hiliren, but in our public schools, whO

began as our parent-affiliates and went to our public
0

schools to say, We must have programs beyond the

.present level of the Research Center and our kinder,-

garten thrd-ugh twelve children;" and it has happehed

I think what haPpens to young children who are gifted

and their teachers attend to them; happens.to other

children who are in the vicinity of their program.

The telephone calls that I mentioned from

parents are not those that are prideful. There is a

certain amount of pride in saying, "My child can do

this, can go to the grocery store, Or is reading
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before three ,' but that is not usually. the clue to

the giftedness of that young child. In fact, if e

parent is boastful or-brags about it; I question

whether or not they really understand what a gifted

child, in my view, is.

I want to share with you for just a

moment my own experience, because I think it will.

tell you why I am in the research and study of gifted

children.

I had my child in fact, I lived in

Woburn, Massachusetts, and it is great to get back

to the area at this time.

My child was two and a half, and she was

drying dishes at the sink, and she said, "Oh, Mom, I

want to show yoU something." She brought me a

Reader's Digest and said, "Look at what it says on th

front of the Reader's Digest."

And I said, "Sherry, did you dad read you

that?"

"Oh, no, Mom; that is what it says."

And I became afraid, and I had every

reason to do so.

Later, I lived in a state in the Midwest

where, at kindergarten, my child went to the area,
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excited by the first day at school. The teacher said

to the younger children gathered around the table for

-reading, "What book shall we read?"

And Sherry quickly said, "Well, let's read

the one that says 'The FiSh That Got Away'."

And the teacher said, "Oh, Sherry, you

have that book at home. How wonderful."

And she said, "No; that is what it says."

The teacher said, "Oh, I see, Sherry.

Why don't you read it to us?"

And she did.

And I got a call, an hour and a half

after my daughter had matriculated in kindergarten

to say, Nrs. Steele, you need to come to pick up

Sherry. i will not have her in my class."

We need to think in terms, when dealing

with our gifted children, of what their needs are.

So, on the first day of school, my child was already

thrown out.

Parents are asking very strongly, "What

will happen when my child enters school to prevent

encounters of this kind? Will the school be able to

handle this reading on the fourth-grade level, dealin

with alternative answers to questions, being insatiab
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curious?" And then, on the other hand, the parents

ask, "What if I don't continue to provide my child

with this help? Will my 'child become a dropout," as

Phil Donahue so poignantly interviewed gifted parents

whose children committed suicide in their teens.

These are not questions that are being

asked by Junior High or Senior High parents. These

are questions being asked by parents of two-year-olds,

and three-year-olds.

Jacob Getzels of the University of Chicag

made the comment, "The things that happen to a kid

after he learns a language, say between three and six

are much more important than what may happen to him

in any other three years of his life."

And Paul Torrance, looking at creativity

among Japanese children he tested, said, "1 had been

almost totally unprepared for what I saw in the 15

pre- schools that I visited in Japan. The physical

skills, musical performance, art products, dramatic

enactments, and skills.of group cooperation were

beyond anything I haci seen bifore and beyond what I'

thought was developmentally possible."

What happens in these pre-school years

demands our focus. Can children 'continue within the
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public schools the kinds of behavior that they are

ready and do exemplify in the early years?

A number of studies have shown, and it

has been reported to the Commission, tliat gifted

children, on the average, do not succeed within the

present academic system on their OWn. They have to

have help, and they deserve it.

Now, what kind of help can we give these

pre - school parents?

Firgt and foremost of all, the influence

of the family and the home environment is, without a

doubt, the single most important quality in the

young child's lifer and Dr. Durden alluded to that

as well, even for his precocious late adolescent

students. Therefore, the parent's education early.

I said to Pete Gerber that I thought probably not

until you begin preconception and, if not then, in

utero, and he said that he thought that was a it far

out, and I almost promised not to mention it, but I

thought -I would.

Special problems attempting to deal with

the young child and identify that young child, at

Texas Tech, but, also, at the University of Washington

in Seattle, the late Halbert Robinson, Wendy Roedell,
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and Nancy Jackson; are attempting to develop special

identification measures.

The Roeper School in Bloomfield Hills,

the Retrieval and Acceleration School under Dr. Merle

Karnes at the University of'Illinois, the Astor

Program in New York, and others; are attempting to

identify very early what happens.

Now, what are we using to identify these

youngsters? We are using IQ scores. We are also

using observation skills by parents the keeping of an

inventory. By the way, baby books. Dr. Betty Wagner,

who is in infant development at Texas Tech, and I did

a study on thirty families in the Lubbock community,

ten Anglo, ten. Black and Chicano, and we found that

the best predictor of parent excellence; including

environment in the home, was the baby book.

Anecdotal records by nursery teachers

being able to tell what is happening that is unusual

in the child's behavior.

Yesterday, just before I left; I

substituted in a class, Courtehip and Marriage.

Somebody asked whether I was on time, and I said,

Late."

'No

And .We had a child in ftoht of the class..
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and we demonstrated, by question and answer from the

child'S point of view, and of course the child from

the gifted program answered very unusual answers. A

some of the students said, "That isn't what I expecte

that child to say."

And I said, "Yes, I know."

Humorous events, parents remembering

things where they indicate that what happened was odd

or; as they tell about it,' "funny".

Checklist methods -- what do we usually

expect of the child and what is the child doing.

Developmental milestones are noted according to age

levels, to determine where the responses and behaviort

are being deMonstrated:

There are six measures that are used to

bring children finally into our program. Three are

measures of the .child -- the Stanford-Binet, the

KRISP; the Kansas Reflection-Impulsivity Scale for

pre-schoolerS, and the pre - school Embedded Figures

.Test, because we think this tells something more abou

the child's mental structure than just the Stanford-

Binet.

Two parent measures, one from Charlotte

Malone, who worked with young children at the Rhodes
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School and, before that La Jolla; a behavioral

identifying characteristics, and a checklist ftOM

Laurie McCann at Arizona State; and; finally, a

rating behavior that Dr, Joseph RenzuIli very

generously allowed us to adapt for working with

parents from, two to five.

The results of our bringing these children

into our program, I just wanted to mention to you,

come in looking at the parent who called to find

out, can his child get into Johns Hopkins later?

When we first brought him into the program, his

IQ was -- and i will say "only," for it iS really

not gifted -- 128. He was reading froma fourth

grade level book when I examined him and, at the

present time he has been, through our public school

system and strenuous effort on the part of his

parents, matriculated, thiS fall, in the fifth grade.

He is now working at the science level at

12.6 and his lowest scor is at 7.4 is language. He

is eight years old and no, you are right; the IQ

did not register this extreme skill. His social

abilities were very poor when he first came to our

program. Right now, the fifth graders accept him as

one of them. He is a good performer. When I talked
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families, schools, and teachers, that we provide

catalytic funds at the early levels and role models

that can be carried out by both our parents and our

teachers. Thank you. (Applause.)

Commissioner BAKER. Thank you, Professor

Steele, for this stirring account of the gifted and

talented.

And moving further in this context, we

t4e ld tithe now a diSCU8SiOn by. Dt. Isa Zimmerman;

Assistant Superintendent for Instruction of the

Lexington Public Schools.

Dr. ISA ZIMMERMAN. This is a story about a

rather small high school amid hundreds of thousands,

_
a dot out of the universe, but a comprehensive dot.

Comprehensive high schools, by definition, have been

designed to be ali things to all people. They look

the same; they don't always succeed. But, by being

all things to all people, it also means that we can

provide education for the gifted and talented.

When we think about high school programs

for those children, those youngsters, we think

principally of two kinds of giftedness OM OM talent in

a performing area, music, art, drama, athletics;
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practical arts, writing, and speaking -- and giftedness

in intellectual terms, academic kind of talent, the

heavy brain pbwer.
I

For many years, in both small and large

high Schools, it has been possible to provideNutlets

for students talented in the first area. Communities

appreciate, to a greater or lesser degree, depending

upon their nature, student performance.

The ideal kind of gifted and talented

program has, in the minds of many people; the foilowi

characteristics. Children are grouped by ability.

Part of the school' day is given 'over to special

instruction. Talented students are allowed time to

share their talents with students at other schools

in the area and even throughout the state or the

nation. Young people should be advanced according

to their talents, rather than their age. And,

finally, these young people should have special

teachers, uniquely trained and highly paid.

Now, if this all sounds familiar to

it is because it defies the athletic programs in

most high schools, and perhaps, also, the drama, the

music. In my particular high school, it applies also

to the Art Club and the Physics Club and the Math Tea .
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if.the school is too small, which

the major concerns in prOviding for the

gifted and talented, o offer some of the activities

I have just mentioned, the model for extra-curricular

programs, athletic and otherwise; is available and

known. Anyone making a suggestion to start up such

a program at any school in the country does not have

to educate the community about feasibility, only abou

validity for that particular school district. It is

in the area of superior mental ability that you run

into trouble, not the area of superior motor ability.

In the latter, we find ethical, educational and

psychological difficulties in offering the program

that I described above.

Still, if any school environment deals

with it differently, it seems to me that the compre-

he sive public high school, to show my prejudice, can

do it est, precisely because of its mission.

The constraints found in many elementary

gifted and talented programs, which has classes that

are Self-containe and, therefore, those programs-

must be pull-out programs that play havoc with

teachers' patience and their accountability; are :not'

a problem at the seco dary level. .Students select
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their own courses, and levels, and as long as the

Echooi does P rovide an appropriate nigh challengi

level for gifted and talented students, they are not

required to miss any instruction, nor to annoy the

institution by their special demands.

At Hamilton-Wenham, which is the school

that I have just come from, we have honors level

courses which we describe in the course catalog as,

"An accelerated program which may favorably prepare

a student for admission to some schools, listed in

Baron
' s Profile of American Colleges as most competi-

tine or highly-competitive; The progiam in. some

disciplines may enable a student to apply for advance

.

placement ; college:"

In Lexington, where I am now working, we

have what we call AP courses for these very same

students.

With such an arrangement, the issue of

identification becomes less of a problem. One doesn

have to, or one can, if one wants, use an IQ Score as

a Measure to determine. whether a student can be in

such courses, but, more often than not, students and

parents are aware of the demanding nature of the

high-level Courses and studentS Select themselves
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into these courses. When parents insist on over-

ridin.,-z the schoci or teacher recommencati it has

peen the policy of all the schools with which I have

been connected to allow the override, since we-all

know gikte well that the student will find his or her

.own level the course.

It is also important to note that, in

honor schools like Hamilton-Benham and Lexington, we

do not track; and I believe that that is a State Law

in Massachusetts. So it means that a highly-talented

student in mathematics does not have to perform at

the same level or even in the same class in a foreign

language; so that he or she may take French at a

lower level, or vice versa.

Again in this situation, a small school

may be more constrained than a larger school by the

nature of its schedule, but the theory is there. A

student need not b tracked by either his or her

lowest or highest subject abilities. Students select

themselves or parents select them on. the basis of

past performance and teacher recommendations. Those

are the two primary forms that we use.

Two populations that we were particularly

interested in at Hamilton - Wenham were the learning
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and what we ,74:2 w4-th them was that we

alwers.r.laced them in the hizhesz level noss4bIt:

,hen provided thet With appropriate back-up in the

resource room. And then, we were also interested in

the unmotivated gifted, and what we gave them, in

addition to their courses; was a lot of Counseling

we felt was badly needed.

Because, at Hamilton-Wenham; the cormaunity

did not want to specifically commit itself to supporti

a gifted and talented program, -- and this I have

found to be the major obstacle to our success with

such a program -- we never categorized any of our

special opportunities as anything but that. We,

ourselves, knew that we were offering advanced-and

challenging material in our honors courses, but we

did not want to wave a red flag by calling them

"gifted and talented". Even calling them honors

courses occasionally initiated some battles.

Because of this school of interest in

gifted and talented programs, we had a task force of

teachers and administrators which examined the issue,

and even did a small Study to see how well we might

or were identifying in serving students in the gifted

and talented range.
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administered the individual intelligence tests to

17 juniors and sophomores in a sample of 23 who were

invited to participate; The range was the typical

range between 133 and 152 IQ, with a mean of around

142. Among these students were some who were high in

rank:' in class; but not high on group IQ tests or

aptitude testsi and vice versa. Several additional

tests were given in order to discriminate among these

competent students for learning and thinking styles,

creativity, and reasoning. What we learned, we felt,

is that there are enough measures, if a person will

always use multiple measures, extant to determine on

an individual basis what kind of unique programs coul

be devised for students in a high school who area in

the gifted and talented range, if one wanted to tai to

programs specifically-for these youngsters.

Several other opportunities that are

already available in comprehensive high schools that

I would like to mention are things like directed stud

or independent study, mentoring with an individual

teacher. We have several teachers who are able to

provide such mentoring in physics, in writing, in

history and art, and in music, and then, most recently
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in the. last year, in computers; These are strong

teachers, very knowledgeable, immersed in their

subjects, who encourage youngsters to spend all of

their free time with them during and after school

and, sometimes, even on weekends -- "inspirational,"

in the words of Dr. Kinsbourne.

A- with students, it is important to all

teachers choice. Thereis nothing worse than a

teacher, especially at the high school level, who is

afraid of bright students, or who feels that he or

she is teaching beyond his capabilities. At a

comprehensive high school, the probability iS that

there will be a small, at least, group of talented

staff who will be eager to work with honors level'

youngsters. Many of these teachers develop special

materials -- in our case, in critical thinking,

special projects in science and social studies. They

encourage students to write; we allow them to be

published, and we took them to conferences and to

meetings of professionals in their field.

A group of our teachers wrote a Common-

wealth in-service grant to get some training so that

they could learn more strategies to enhance their

teaching of gifted and talented students, and found,
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as have teachers who have been working with 766

youngsters, that the techniques were appIiCabIe,

across-the-board for all students.

Our school district allowed the high

'schools ischool principal to join forces with other schools in

the geographic area to organize a conference off the

gifted and talented as a way of underlining the

importance of the issue, even though they did not

allow us to make it a goal for the school district,

and allowed a large number of teachers to attend and

encouraged parents to attend as yell.

After that dramatic start-up, teachers

have been AItowed and sponsored in their attendance

at other conferences in taking courses based on their

interest in gifted and talented education. Programs

for professional development of staff are of course,

essential on all levels of education, but certainly

for gifted and talented teachers.

Publicity about that conference, our

constant discussion and communication with parents

about their own children, and our writing about any

special programs that we ran in our newsletter

constituted: our community relations program. Our

relations with patents were good enough that; when
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our physics teacher, working with the Chairman of

the Physics Department at Boston University, set up

a special summer program for juniors from all over the

United States, to enable these juniors who had alread

taken physics to have an opportunity to work with

research scientists in the Boston area, -- they calle

this the Research Internship Program and it was funde

in the beginning, by NSF and, later on, most recently,
No.

by Boston University -- parents in the Hamilton-Wenha

area were more than willing to come forward and act

as hOsts and chaperones.

The- program grew out of a desire on the

part of the Hamilton-Wenfiam establishment to provide

for special high school talent, but there are many

other such programs all over the country.

Other alternatives allowed included

permitting:gifted and. talented students to take

courses at the college levelj -- we are lucky t have

Gordon Oolltge nearby, which makes it very easy; they

are a very good neighbor -- or to accept specialized

instruction, such as music lessons, during regular

school time. And, if one is lucky enough to.gei'an

artist in residence, you are still further ahead; we

were lucky enough to do that.
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Many schools also allow seniors who have

demonstrated above-average ability to do an intern-

ship in the last segment of their school year. We

have had an internship for the senior class, since

1976, and we have allowed students to go on to early

graduation for full-time college attendance.

One element of the gifted and talented

education which is often overlooked, something which

is needed; again, in the high school setting, is

counseling. Many people feel that gifted and talente

children can take care of themselves. Many can. But

for those who have felt separate and different for

too long, counseling is essential.

-Career counseling -is also: important for

them because, without it', many -of these students

would have selected a traditional future.

A few of these students participating in-

this course of study thought in terms of multiple

sequential careers. The girls in this course of

study said that they were indeed going to work in a

profession, but for only a short period of time;

they would become homemakers after that, albeit

admirably educated homemakers.

One last interesting result of our school
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study, we indicated on the transcript of our 17

students that they had been identified and participateld

in the study. My Guidance Department told me after-

wards that the Admission Offices of the colleges to

which they had applied let it be know that they had

been influenced by this fact.

I have tried, in this brief overview of

my experience in my schools, comprehensive public

high schools, to touch upon, student identification,

teacher preparation, programs, community relations,

outside resources, and support services. We aS a

society provide so much for our handicapped youngster

Most teachers are trained to provi& appropriate

services for the middle-range student. We should at

least provide appropriate educatinn for our truly

gifted and talented, since they are the ones who will

lead us in the future. We cannot afford unruly,

undisciplined, under-challenged, inhumane leaders.

Thank you. (Applause.)

Commissioner BAKER. Thank you; Dr. Zimmerman,

for leading us eloquently into further understanding

of what happens to the 'gifted and talented in the

present educational practice. So, we have seen,

the primary school, the secondary school examples, an
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we move to have the report of Professor Alexinia

Baldwin, Professor of Curriculum and Instruction,

the Department of Program Development and Evaluation

of the School of Education at SUNY, Albany. Dr.

Baldwin.

Dr. ALEXINIA BALDWIN. Thank you, Commissioner

Baker. I come aS the last person on this particular

panel, following the august body of the first panel,

agreeing with everything that they have said becaUse,

first, we have worked together Oil many occasions and

have sorted out many of the concepts that were

discussed, but I think that I would be less than true

to myself, if i didn't bring to this Commission

--anotherpointofview-about another population, and I

would like to provoke some thought into that particu

area

I have selected today a title that might

be provocative in its conception, and I hope it is,

"The Gifted Minority Within a Minority," and I would

like to ask this question :.

Is there need for affirmative action in

the area of education of the gifted?

This is a provocative question, as I have

said; bu in a country which boastz of great natural
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naturE 1 resources, semantic interpretations of the

use of "equal" and "same" in our Constitution has

often caused its greatest natural resource to go

unheeded and underdeveloped. This natural resource

lies in the exceptional potential of its gifted

citizens.

And must say here that one of the

reasons I joined Dr. Joseph Renzulli's first class

was because I had the occasion to 'teach a group of

children who were not considered for the regular

program for the gifted, and I was convinced that my

conceptions of their abilities were accurate.

The most recent census data that was

available to me- before I came to this meeting was on--

children from ages 5 to 14. The data indicated that

the non-white population of the U.S.A. is approximate

8.5 million or 28 per cent of the population. Using

this as a point of reference we must ask the question

nationwide, "Do our programs for the gifted reflect

this proportion of the population in this age category

This que-stion must also be asked in local communities.

Do the programs for the gifted reflect equivalent

community percentages and ethnic groupings?

A Large segment of this exceptionaI-poten
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pool can be found among persons of socially disadvan-

taged backgrounds and /or minority ethnic groups.

Hence, the lose to our nation will be even greater if

we neglect to identify and program adequately for the

emergence andicr the enhancement of this population.

Of course, we are concerned about

legislative regulations as well as funding, and I

think that Dr. Gallagher has emphasized the importanc

of having some Federal funds, so I won't go into

those detaila at this point. But there has been an

amazing lack' of empirical research on the processes

involved in locating and providing for the gifted

child from disadvantaging circumStances. This is

understandable in light of the paucity of empirical

research in the area of education of the gifted in

general, so you can see that, in this area that I am

emphasizing, we need even more research. In order

to set the wheels in motion to address this problem,

there are many concerns to be considered. The main

concern which affects subsequent operational

activities such as research, such as identification

and programming of our children in this group, is

ATTITUDE.

Attitude is important in that it
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establishes a philosophy or mind-set for approaching

the problem.- A start toward this goal would be the

acceptance of the assumption that giftedness exists

in all human groupings and that this giftedness does

not manifest itself in a manner which can be genetica

ascribed to that grouping. Culture and environment

do, however, play important parts in developing a

penchant for certain activities and skills, but

specific groups of behaviors cannot become a

generalization which describes the innate capacities

of this particular group. To do so would be erroneou

in that the experiential groups within the black

ethnic social structure, for example, are quite

diverse and the physical and mental structures are

just as varied. This is evidenced in the fact that,

throughout the history of minorities in America, the

exceptional accomplishments of scientists, historians

businessmen and women, and educators have been

chronicled, and bear witness to the array of potentia

which exists in these populations.

Now,-other attitudes that. are endemic to

the area of education of the gifted create an even

greater problem for those persons who are from

culturally different backgrounds and are economically
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deprived. Statements such as; if he is giftedi tnen

he or she really needs little help and, regardless of

the circumstances in life, true giftedness will

emerge. To be sure,many persons from low socio-

economic backgrounds have contributed many creative

ideas which we as a nation and world have taken for

granted. Can we afford to overlook those potentially

gifted children who might have been considered

impudent and unacceptable for inclusion in programs

for the gifted? Marva Collins of Chicago did not

consider her program one for the gifted, but she has

shown that a positive` self-concept and high expectati ns

can be a winning combination among children who suffe

the_problems of cultural. diversity.

MAny ideas were given to the world by

men and women who would have been unable to pass the

standardized 1Q tests and these few represent the

small per centthat used their gifts constructively.

There are many others who used their abilities in

rebelliousness, in destructive behaviors, or just

simply dropped out

A study by Douglas in 1970 should give

US pause for thought in the 1980s. Douglas reported'

that; of the projected 7.5 million dropouts at,that
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time, approximately 10 per cent or roughly 750,000

would have an IQ score within the top 25 per cent of

the population. Given that such a large percentage

of our dropout population is classified as minority,

the potential waste of abilities is staggering.

I could go on with many more things, but

for fear that the timer will sound on me, I will

address some propositions that I have, and those that

know me know that I could talk on and on about this

area

First, we have already established the

fact that IQ tests really dOn't do what they are

purported to do, and this 'is especially true with

children in the population that I.am discussing.

We know that there have been studies by

the infamous or famoub Jensen and ophers, and these

studies have served as a catalyst for certain mind-

sets regarding the innate abilities of various ethnic

groups. However, Stephen Jay-Gould's Mismeasure of

Man, the September 1979 issue of Psychology Today,

the Harvard Education Review's presentation of the

arguments pro and con,: on the Jensen papers are

typical publications that are serving the purpose of

exposing the fatal flaws in our thoughts on the
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sanctity of, the IQ test.

I would like to offer two propositions

regarding identification of the gifted minority

within a minority.

Proposition 1; and a prologue for that

proposition, identification of gifted children has

been difficult due to a lack, in large measure: of

adequate attention to non-academic or performance

indices of giftedness. Biographies of undisputedly

gifted minorities, extensive literature reviews and

experiential data have led to the assumption that

observation or knowledge of the above-average quality

of certain behaviors can lead to a more accurate

identification of gifted children from disadvantaging

backgrounds.

More specifically, I propose that:

1. observable behaviors are indicators

of the type and quality of the mental processes an

individual possesses;

2. that recognition of these behaviors

can be taught.

While further longitudinal data is being

collected to verify this proposition, an article

titled, "Test Can Under-Predict: A Case Study (Phi
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Delta Kappa, November, 1979) indicates that this

process has great merit. A performance assessment

scale which is presently being developed holds

promise for assisting the identification process

132

Proposition 2. Identification techniques

r selecting gifted children for placement into

programs have moved from the use of single identifica

tion instruments to the use of multiple identificatio

instruments. Nevertheless, too often, the purpose

of 'the identification techniques has remained the

same, The assumptions have been that exceptional

ability in any area of human endeavor provides a

cIua-to-tha-poskbl-exitence of. underdeve loped

ability in other areas of endeavor and that giftednes

can be exhibited in many ways, each having the same

status in rank of importance.

Several multi-dimensional techniques are

being used throughout the school districts of this

country and, of course, my paper gives you some

information on some of those instruments, and I won't

list them at this particular time, but a current

research project designed to clarify areas which best

identify children of the inner city is being conducte

in New York City, and-that information I had hoped

.BURT REPORTING ASSOCIATES
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would be available before I came to this meeting; it

Will be available soon.

iiowi going on to programming, which was

really what I was supposed to do, I will give two or

three propositions quickly.

The emphasis should be on the high-

quality of curriculum design and instructional

strategies; and I must emphasize here that we don't

mean that we have a special piece of curriculum

material that we, would bring to the children from the

disadvantaged areas. The same curriculum, but

diffezent teaching strategies, should be used, where

we would emphasize the strengths and work on

developing the weaknesses of that area.

propose that a classic premise in

education, that we take a child where he is and help

him to go as far as he is capable of going, is

relevant for your recommendations for planning. The

lock-step approa h to this development; of course,

cannot be used.

Proposition 2 would be that we make a

learning environment one that would take care of the

needs of the child far as the open-ended activiti

and the teacher who Has had some kind of training tha
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woula get them prepared for teaching these children.

No. 3 is that there be mentors that would

be selected to work with these children, as has been

mentioned before.

And last, but not least, I propose that

serious consideration should be given to programming

which starts as early as kindergarten and includes

the family and community. A cooperative family

community plan which not only allows for an emergence

of talent, but also provides a stimulating environ-

ment for those who don't possess outstanding talents

would be highly acceptable in a community.

Let me close with just this quote, and I

want to qualify my statementby saying, we will not

find all programs or all plans or all children who

come able to make high scores on the IQ testt. We

will find many children who are involved in the

programs, but there are so many that are left out.

And I would like to end by saying:

"It is important to note that there is

no magical formula that will fit all children

of this grouping. The secret lies in the

awareness of causal factors, tbil perception of

behaviors, indicative of.giftedness, and

. -BURT REPORTING ASSOCIATES
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strengths while, at the same time; plans for

vertical progression for weaknesses. Thi s

planning does not revolve around remedial work

for deficits, but around supplying environ-

mental
_

stimulation that wi ll unlock the poten-

tial ability of the child. The content vehicl

for unlocking this potential should wisely

reflect the traditions and f= miliarity of the

culture and environment. A caveat at this

point,would be that inclusion of familiar

reference points in content does not mean the

exclusion of unfamiliar reference points

because herein lie8 the danger of closing or

limiting the trajectories for growth."

Thank you very much. (Applause.)

If I may add, on your paper that I have

given you would be a chart which lists the possible

causal factors and procedures for assisting in that

area. Thank you.

Commissioner BAKER. Thank you, Professor

Baldwin, for these very creativqwproposals.

We now ask whether there are comments

or queries from the Commission: Commissioner Foster.
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CommiSSioner FOSTER. I have a queStion for

Dr. Durden. This is not a Iong question, provided

that you have the answer in your paper that you are

submitting to us, which we have not seen'yet. Could

you tell us how you select the students to go to your

summer School in Pennsylvania,for Johns Hopkins for

the gifted and talented.

Dr.-DURDEN.- All right. Again, I did not want-
. ;

tO goo into any great detail about any one specific

program,. but it is not in the paper. And it is not

just a program in Carlisle, Pefinsylvania; there are a

number of sites.

It is a two-step screening device. Again,

I will say this. The program at Hopkins, which is

not an early:. entrance college, program, but it is

restricted; there is very much a sense of limitation

about what we can do and those types of students we

are trying to help. It is specific academic talent,

verbal, mathematic, and reasoning ability.

The first screening device, for seventh

graders, would be in-grade achievemeht tests

California's, Iowa's; 97 percentile or above,

mathematical reasoning ability, verbal,

scores.

composite
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The second element, and this is somewhat

controversial an issue. The second element ii the

SAT examination, all parts, in seventh :grade

Commissioner FOSTER. It-is competitive; then,

for entry?

Dr. DURDEN. It is competitive. One aspect

of our program -- and now; it is quite diverse, quite

large; but, for entrance into the programs which we

ourselves run, yes, there are cut-off scores, but we

try to encourage other programs with varying cut-off

scores and varying requirements.

Commissioner FOSTER. I have one more, if I

may. Professor Steele, I think you stimulated a

little curiosity. WoUld you tell us a little more

about your daughter, where she is today?

Professor STEELE. I don't know whether I

wanted you to ask or not; even that 1.8 a little

frightening. My daughter, now, is living in Barrow,

Alaska, has been there since she was employed by

VISTA after graduating with honors from Middlebury.
junior

C011ege in German literature. She gave her/address

the University of Mainz in German, insisted that

she not do it in English.

She got her address to the University of
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'Mainz by traveling up and down the Rhine RiVet and

collecting the myths,about Barbaroza from the priests

in Germany.

After graduation from college, sne said,

"What do I do with German?"

We said, "We don't know."

And she then, went to VISTA and worked with

the Mayor of the North Slope around Barrow, Alaska,

and found that the United States Government was not

honoring any of the requests that she sent in for

protection of the Nupia Tribe from invasion by

businessmen and the U.S. Government of Prudeau Bay.

Then she went to work at $25,000 for the

Mayor, when he found out that she was so mach' on their

side, fell in love with AbeI Oc Pic of the Nupia

Tribe, an Eskimo of the Nupia Tribe, married him,

_
tWO and a half years ago, now teaches after she

commuted to Fairbanks to receive h r Master's Degree

in Secondary Education.

Future, I don't know. She is thirty years

old. She skipped the first course in calculus,

saying that it was of no, value to her, and speaks

five languages

Commissioner FOSTER. Thank you very much. Is
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that in your- paper?

Professor STEELE. No, sir.

Commissioner FOSTER. Thank you.

Commissioner HOLTON. Well, what we have heard,

or much of what we have heard makes one feel confident

that Large groups of gifted children will be diScovere

and might make a good career_in this great country.

But I feel very uneasy( particularly about the

challenge brought to us in the last presentation,

the relatively less easily identifiable gifted; which

this nation may need just as much as all those whom

doting parents will be able to further, if there is a

need;

There are, it seems to me, two barriers

to reaching to that part of the pool of potentially

gifted. One is the obvious discrimination, an-

other societal barrier external to the family and

home; and the other, which I want the panel to tell

me something about, is clearly within the family and

home.

And that cametOme in a rather striking

way when I.tried to run.a.nationaI program for physics

in the schools; many years. -ago, triggered by the NSF,

and I wanted to see who:were our -tryout students; and
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there were some 20,000; 1 wanted to keep my eye on

the most gifted.

And they were only identified by nuMbers.

And one of the very top persons, during the year, did

very well, of course; but suddenly came down toward

the bottom. And I wanted very badly to find out what

went wrong, and I discovered that this child, in an

unusually deprived homej simply was toId'by the paren

by the lather, that he had better not sbow up the old

man and get back to sense; not have academic aspiia-

tions, but make a living the regular way.

I say this, and I don't want to be

misunderstood, because it: is true in the history of

science that we find cases like this Fermi,Enrico

Fermi was saved from becoming an employee in the

railway system of Italy, which his father was and

was very comfortable with; by an office mate of his

father who discovered the genius in this and

fed him mathematics books. The external Ladder was

very important in the case of.many of these scientist

that I know; out de the family, in other words,

whether deprived or not, as we would traditionally.

say.

So here is, then, my problem, What to do?
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What to do; if we take seriously this challenge and

look for the very talented that this nation so badly

needs, when the barriers are not only outside, but

even, also, within the family situation? What does

one do?

We cannot kidnap them and then take them

to Texas, and then on to Lexington, and then on to

_ _

J Hohns opkins;

Dr. DURDEH. No, no; Harvard is fine.

Commissioner HOLTON. Therefore, what I Would

really say is that what we need is very specific and-

challenging projects to be proposed to us; within

the next month, during which the record is open,

going beyond anything I have yet read. Would you car

to comment on my unease?

Dr. BALDWIN. Well, I tried to propose that

the family be included in planning for the future,

and I think you will find so many different feelings

about culture. In fact, I just talked with Mary

Hunter,Wolfe, and she was sharing with me some things

that she had found, that people. really thought.that

being gifted was something that you did within the

family, not necessarily outside as we have been

defining it here.
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So I think it is important for us to

include the family in the planning; and perhaps there

might be -- we are in the prehistoric era, in a sense

of seeing just what we should be doing, but perhaps

we should explore ideas where families as well as

children are included in whatever planning we do for

them;

Dr. ZIMMERMAN. May I add a comment as well?

I see this also as a function for the school. What

I have found, working with the people that I have

had an opportunity to work with is that, when a

teacher or-a school administrator 'discovers tremendou

talent in a student and finds that there are some

barriers in the home; I find that those teachers,

partiCularly if they are the kind that we have been

talking about, the inspirational kind, will advocate

for the student with a parent. And I have known of

cases where, because a teacher went to the home and

spent hours with the family, the child, the youngster,

was able to participate in something that originally

the parents said, "No, we don't want you to."

So, I see that as an outreach role for

the school. It cannot be mandated, I don't think,

but it certainly can be encouraged on ,the part of
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individuals who really care about youngsters at that

ability.level.

Chairman GARDNER. :Mine is a question in the

form of an observation; which could require more time

than we have. to respond; and I hope, as you reflect

upon it, you might share your views on this;

A theme running throughout all of the

presentations,- late. morning has been the one of

attitude -- the .attitude on the part of the kinder7

garten teacher who was uncomfortable with keeping

your daughter in school; attitudes of a kind to which

Professor Baldwin made reference; attitudes on the

part of the parent who was unsympathetic to the

approach that was just referenced, and so forth;

attitvdes on the part of the young people at the

Johns Hopkins School who, for the first time, feel

comfortable in that environment, which suggests that

they were uncomfortable previously.

What ist/there that causes these attitudes

to be reflected in so diverse and so frequent a

circumstance?

The reference that Professor Zimmerman

made to the grouping of children by ability, special

programs that are made available during the school

.114
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day for those ehildren the interaction those children

have with students similarly situatcc.: at other

schools; after school opportunities, and so forth;

which describes the athletic programs offered by

schools and, I might add, universities and colleges,

as well; These seem to be quite acceptable; not only

acceptable attitudinally, but acceptable financially.

And it is a permanent part of our infrastrnzture, if

I may put it that Way, as one of our morning speakers

suggested.

Now, why is that acceptable? And ye

efforts to gain a comparable recognition, albeit in

a different context, for those whb are gifted in

other ways? Why do we confront this resistance?

What is there that gives life to it in our society,

and what recommendations might this Commission make

that would have some bearing on the attitude of

people in respect to this issue in its various

dimensions?

We hardly can answer that question before

lunch, but I wanted to get it on the record and

anyone here who would be willing to'take the time and

the thought and the effort to share their views with

this Commission, those would be both received and.

145
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most welcomed.

Commissioner BAKER. I think that Chairman

Gardner has brought full circle the concerns we

encountered at the beginning this morning that Dr.

Gallagher spoke So forcefully about, that our society

our nation, is not really prepared to recognize the

values and the needs here.

This panel joins the one earlier this

.

morning in giving us deep insights and.very welcome

wisdom into how we can pursue this further. We

thank them sincerely, and we shall now be adjourning

for lunch, but shall reconvene promptly again, at

1:15.

(Noon ReceSS.
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Commissioner BAKER: I think that Chairman

Gardner has brought full circle the concerns we

encountered at the beginning this morning that Dr.

Gallagher spoke so forcefully about, that our society

our nation, is not really prepared to recognize the

values and the needs here.

This panel ioins the one earlier this

morning in giving us deep insights and very welcome

wisdom into aow we can pursue this further. We

thank :them JincereIy, and NV shall now be adjourning

for Iumch but shall reconvene promptly again, at

1:15.
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